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Abstract 

This report describes analyses aimed at integrating component optimization and 

system design by developing heat-exchanger performance evaluation criteria (PEC) that 

account for the system-level performance impacts of heat exchanger design. It builds on 

earlier studies that used relatively simple PEC to capture some of the component-level 

tradeoffs, but which usually ignore the system impact of component design. This report 

evaluates four PEC-j/f, heat transfer/pumping power (8), heat transfer/(pumping + 

compressor power) (n), and system COP. It is shown that j/f and 8 are better used as 

comparison criteria for existing heat exchangers of equal heat duty rather than as design 

criteria. The other two PEC, n and COP, include the system effect of compressor 

efficiency and therefore can be used more effectively in heat exchanger and system 

design. Through a combination of PEC and system optimization techniques, a method is 

developed to evaluate and design heat exchangers for maximum system performance. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 Introduction 

The design or selection of an optimal heat exchanger for a specific refrigeration or 

air conditioning system can be a difficult and time-consuming process. Since the design 

space is large and complex, simplified performance evaluation criteria (PEC I ) are 

sometimes used to find near optimal solutions with much less time and effort. PEC such 

as London's area-goodness factor (jlj), or Cowell's relative volume or pumping power, 

capture tradeoffs among many of the heat exchanger-specific variables. However, 

designs that appear to benefit component performance may not be beneficial for the 

system. Through this project we seek to develop and use PEC to compare heat

exchanger tradeoffs (e.g. vortex generators vs. louvered vs. wavy fins) in a manner that 

can be cleanly interfaced with other components and system performance. 

1.2 Literature Review 

For the evaluation of conventional and enhanced heat exchanger surfaces, 

numerous energy-based PEC are available, such as those presented by Bergles et al. 

(1974), Webb (1981), and Cowell (1990). Energy-based PEC rely on the first law and the 

transport rate equations. The rate equations for a heat exchanger often rely on correlations 

for nondimensionalized heat transfer (j) and pressure drop if) expressed as functions of 

the Reynolds number and exchanger geometry. The simplest ofthese PEC is the so-called 

"Area-Goodness Factor", jlf (Kays and London 1984). Other energy-based PEC have 

been developed for heat exchangers with various constraints on duty, surface area, 

geometry, volume, air flow rate, pressure drop, or pumping power. Although choosing 

the appropriate constraints can be difficult, the implementation of energy-based PEC is 

straightforward; these criteria take the form of simple ratios that include the rate 

constants (j andj) and geometric parameters for the heat exchanger. 

1 PEe will be used as singular for "performance evaluation criterion" and as plural for "performance 
evaluation criteria" throughout the thesis. 
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Bergles et al. (1974) presented nine performance criteria to be used for the 

selection of enhanced fin configurations. These criteria were in the form of simple ratios 

of heat exchanger parameters, such as qa/qo, comparing augmented surfaces to a standard 

non-augmented case, and with different constraints for each PEe. The criteria were 

generated for use in shell-and-tube heat exchangers with single-phase flow. Four of the 

criteria were directed towards the use of promoters for improvement of existing heat 

exchangers; another four evaluated advantages of using promoters in the design of a new 

heat exchanger; and finally the last PEe was presented for economic evaluation of 

enhanced tubes. The economic criterion included tubing and shell costs, electrical costs, 

and interest rates, and allowed for comparisons to be made of operating costs and fixed 

costs of a heat exchanger. 

Webb (1981) extended the work of Bergles to establish a much broader range of 

performance evaluation criteria for single phase flow in tubes. Three possible 

performance objectives were listed and applied to eleven cases of interest. The three 

objectives were: 

1) Reduced heat transfer surface material (mass) for equal pumping power and heat 

duty 

2) Increased VA for equal pumping power and fixed total length of exchanger 

tubing, with a higher VA being exploited in two possible ways: 

to obtain increased heat duty for fixed entering fluid temperatures 

to secure reduced LMTD for fixed heat duty 

3) Reduced pumping power for equal heat duty and equal total length of exchanger 

tubing 

These objectives were applied to cases with different constraints on the heat exchanger 

parameters, falling into three main categories of 1) fixed geometry criteria, 2) fixed flow 

area criteria, and 3) variable geometry cases. The PEe were formulated in a fashion 

similar to Bergles, using ratios of heat exchanger parameters of augmented tubes to 

parameters of a similar plain-tube design. 
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Kays and London (1984) proposed a method for heat exchanger evaluation in 

which a plot of jlf vs. Reynolds number could identify surface types which require 

smaller flow frontal areas (corresponding to a higher jlf value). The ratio jlf represents 

core-surface characteristics for a given fluid. Since a usual design problem provides a 

specification of both pressure drop and heat transfer performance, Kays and London 

derived a relationship between the two which suggested that j/f, a surface flow area 

"goodness factor", could be used to determine the proper surface type for heat exchangers 

with a design requirement of small frontal areas. 

Cowell (1990) developed a method to compare heat transfer surfaces with various 

constraints on scale, frontal area, heat exchanger volume, pumping power, and 

combinations of those constraints. In his analysis, Cowell presented equations describing 

the performance of heat exchangers, then rearranged terms to derive equations for 

pumping power, frontal area, volume, etc. in terms of Reynolds number, Ntu , and other 

parameters. The parameters in these equations could then be separated into 2 groups

one group associated with a required heat transfer duty, and the other associated with a 

particular solution. The groups associated with particular solutions were called "relative 

volume", "relative pumping power", etc. When these terms were plotted against one 

another for multiple surface types in whichj andfdata were available as functions of the 

Reynolds number, the "relative" amount of volume one surface type required for a given 

pumping power could be compared to the other surface, as well as many other parameter 

comparisons. 

Unfortunately, all energy-based PEC share a common limitation: most energy

based criteria tend to place equal weight on mechanical work and heat transfer 

interactions. Furthermore, simple energy-based PEC do not provide guidance as to the 

tradeoffs between first cost and operating cost. A second family of PEC attempts to 

overcome these limitations through entropy considerations. Such approaches cast all 

energy interactions into their available-work equivalent, thereby placing an appropriate 

weighting on heat transfer enhancement and pressure drop penalty. A number of 

entropy-based heat exchanger evaluations have been presented in the literature. A good 
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review of these methods was recently provided by Bejan (1996) (see also Bejan 1978, 

Sekulic 1990, Tagliafico and Tanda 1996). Relatively simple entropy-based PEC can be 

formed, for example, by considering the ratio of exergy (flow availability) appearing in 

the exchanger product stream to the total exergy supplied to the heat exchanger (see 

Wepfer et al. 1979). Sometimes rate-equation constraints on exchanger operation are 

included in this approach (Bejan 1996). The formulation and interpretation of entropy

based PEC can be subjective and are more complex than simple energy-based PEC. 

Perhaps the most general heat exchanger optimization is one with a minimum life

cycle cost as its basis, subject to capacity, geometric, and other constraints. Some 

engineers propose to use an entropy analysis within a rigorous thermo economic treatment 

of the system. Such an approach properly accounts for the value of material, heat, work, 

and capital (London 1982 and Zubair et al. 1987), casting all costs and benefits into a 

single currency. Unfortunately, this approach is very complex, expensive to implement, 

and requires information difficult to obtain or with a high uncertainty early in the design 

process. Accurate cost data are rarely available in the public domain. The best that can 

be done without such cost data-retaining as much generality as possible-is to 

formulate evaluation criteria that provide a clear and direct linkage to cost. Witte (1988) 

presents a simplified thermoeconomic evaluation of heat exchangers, but his method 

neglects fan power-a major shortcoming in component evaluation. 

Engineers have spent decades usmg heat exchanger PEC to help design 

exchangers, and the concept holds value as an engineering tool. The best applications of 

PEC are probably in choosing the best design and operating conditions for a particular 

type of heat exchanger. PEC may also be useful in making quick judgments between 

types of heat exchangers, e.g., between louvered fins and plain fins. However, all heat 

exchangers are part of a thermal system, and system performance and component 

performance are coupled. For example, the heat exchanger performance has a direct 

effect on condensing and evaporating temperatures which affect compressor performance 

and system COP. Some interactions are slightly more subtle; for example, heat 

exchanger design affects the refrigerant-side pressure drop, which affects compressor 
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work directly and also indirectly through its effect on temperature distribution. Some 

interactions even less direct, with complex issues like frost management, fouling, air-side 

condensate and noise playing roles in system and component design. Unfortunately, few 

air-side heat exchanger PEC consider system-level interactions. 

Dejong et at. (1997) proposed a PEC defined as heat transfer/(supplied exergy + 

compressor penalty). This method incorporated conservation and rate equations as well 

as the second law to cast all energy interactions in their available-work equivalent. The 

compressor penalty was calculated from a curve fit to manufacturer's data. With a PEC 

defined in this way, it was shown that preferred operating conditions existed for 

particular heat exchanger configurations, and a preferred heat exchanger configuration 

existed for specified operating conditions. 

COP can be considered a system level PEC that combines all parameters of 

interest in a system into one value that represents the efficiency of the system as a whole. 

Klein (1992) showed that Carnot COP is not a realistic design goal for real refrigeration 

cycles of finite cooling capacity. Because of irreversibilities associated with the heat 

transfer process at both the condenser and evaporator, Klein proposed a form of COP 

which included evaporator and condenser effectiveness, capacitance rates, and cooling 

capacity. The proposed form of COP was equal to Carnot COP at zero temperature 

differences between the refrigerant phase-change temperature and its corresponding sink 

temperature, and decreased below Carnot COP for real cycles. Klein further showed, 

using an analytical technique, that for internally reversible refrigeration cycles COP is 

maximized when the product of the heat transfer effectiveness and external fluid 

capacitance is the same for both heat exchangers. 

1.3 Objective 

The primary objective of this project was to develop a methodology for the 

optimization of heat exchangers in air conditioning and refrigeration systems. 

Developing this methodology was done first by analysis of various component level PEC 

to determine ideal heat exchanger geometries and air flow rates, then by combining them 
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into a system optimization model. The processes developed were applied to various heat 

exchanger surface types, including plain, wavy, slit, and louvered fin-on-tube condensers 

and evaporators. 
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Chapter 2 - Performance Evaluation Criteria 

The performance evaluation criteria used in the optimization model are all 

nondimensional. The use of dimensionless variables provides flexibility and generality in 

comparing benefits or drawbacks of different heat exchanger designs. Furthermore, it 

allows an easier comparison to prior work, since most existing PEC are nondimensional. 

In this chapter, specific motivations for using this method are covered, as well as 

descriptions of each of the PEC studied. 

2.1 Motivation for non dimensional model 

Defining a nondimensional (ND) parameter space can prove beneficial in the use 

of PEC for heat exchanger design. In particular, it simplifies analysis in the following 

ways: 

1) Reduces number ofvariables required/or analysis 

Creating a ND model for evaluating heat exchangers reqUIres listing all 

parameters that can influence the PEC being used. Applying a Buckingham I1 

analysis on these parameters determines the ND variables that are relevant in 

evaluating the heat exchangers. These ND variables are simply various 

combinations of the dimensional variables. Some of the terms derived from this type 

of analysis are, for example, the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers, which are known to 

affect the heat transfer properties. By converting to a ND parameter space, the 

number of variables needed to describe a component or system is reduced by the 

number of dimensions in the analysis. 

2) Provides for fluid generality in optimal solutions 

Optimal solutions determined from this type of analysis can be applied to any 

fluid flowing over the heat exchanger. This project deals mainly with air flowing the 

heat exchanger; however, the optima could easily be applied to other fluids, provided 

the j and f correlations underlying this model are valid for those fluids. 
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3) Allows seamless integration of Colburn j and friction factor correlations 

Empirical correlations for j and f factors of various heat exchanger designs are 

abundant in the open literature. Because the j and f factors are nondimensional, all 

parameter combinations in the correlations are also nondimensional. The use of a 

nondimensional parameter space enables these correlations to be written in terms of 

the same variables used to represent each PEC analyzed, allowing easy integration 

and comparison of included parameters. 

2.2 Overview of PEC 

A PEC is used as a figure of merit in seeking ways to improve performance of a 

component or system. It is a function of independent variables characterizing that system 

and its surroundings. It can be used to compare existing heat exchanger designs, or 

alternatively, to optimize a design given range limits on the independent variables. In 

this analysis, a generalized method for the optimization of crossflow finned-tube 

condensers using various PEC has been developed. This method allows PEC comparison 

in a way which may help designers gain a better understanding of their application to 

specific heat exchangers. Four PEC have been used to determine optimal configurations 

of heat exchangers, and they have been applied to four surface types: plain fins, wavy 

fins, slit fins, and louvered fins. These PEC include three component-level PEC, for use 

in optimizing a single heat exchanger, and one system-level PEC, for use in optimizing a 

condenser and evaporator combination. The evaluation of each PEC is described in detail 

below, followed by an explanation of the optimization method. 

2.2.1 Colburnj factor / friction factor 

The Colburn j factor and friction factor are commonly used to describe the 

thermal-hydraulic performance of heat exchangers. These parameters are usually 

determined experimentally, due to the complexity of heat exchangers. Regressions are 

performed on heat transfer and pressure drop data obtained from testing heat exchangers 

under controlled conditions, and curve fits are presented to describe heat exchanger 

performance as a function of various design variables. 
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Also known as the "Area-Goodness Factor" (Kays and London, 1984),jifis the 

simplest of the energy-based PEC. An increase in heat transfer performance due to 

interrupted surfaces is generally accompanied by an increased frictional forces in the air 

flow. The jif ratio evaluates the relative differences between these effects and is 

sometimes used as a comparison tool to optimize the design of the heat exchanger. 

Larger values of jif denote better heat exchanger "performance". The Colburn j factor 

can be described as a function of the following 11 variables (for plain fin heat 

exchangers) : 

(2.1) 

These variables represent the physical geometry of the heat exchanger and the properties 

of the fluid passing over it. 

At this point the Buckingham II theorem can be applied to cast this functional 

relationship in a nondimensional space. Four repeating parameters need to be chosen

one for each of the general dimensions of mass, length, time, and temperature. Initial 

analyses done in this project used the variables )..t, p, cp, and Dc as repeating parameters, 

enabling parameters having a length dimension to be normalized by the tube collar 

diameter. Other PEC in this analysis are dependent on an additional parameter, To, due to 

the use of compressor map curve fits which are dependent on absolute temperatures. 

Through the analysis of these PEC it has been shown that using To as a repeating 

parameter rather than Dc allows improved nondimensional analysis, because the value of 

Dc affects the optima and is better represented by a separate nondimensional variable. 

Using To as a repeating parameter allows isolation of a nondimensional tube collar 

diameter rather than having the tube collar diameter interspersed through many 

nondimensional variables. This method normalizes length scales by a combination of 

airflow properties, and is also advantageous to normalizing by a physical length scale 

such as tube collar diameter because of range limits that are imposed on optimization 

runs. Further details of the effects of limits are explained in Appendix A. For 

consistency in evaluating the PEC, similar repeating parameters for all cases were 
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chosen. The repeating parameters used were then ).1, p, cp, and To. Combinations of these 

terms are used to nondimensionalize the remaining terms. By using these repeating 

parameters, each nondimensional variable derived from the analysis can be converted to 

dimensional form simply by specifying the fluid type (air in this case) and an ambient 

temperature. With these repeating parameters, all variables become normalized by 

combinations of fluid properties. Applying the Buckingham II theorem to this system 

results in the following expression for) as a function of8 independent variables1: 

(2.2) 

The formulae for each of these nondimensional variables is listed in Table 2.1, and a 

detailed description of the steps involved in obtaining each nondimensional variable is 

given in Appendix A. 

The friction factor can be similarly reduced to the following functional 

relationship: 

f = f(L* ,F: ,~. ,~. ,~. ,D;, V;') (2.3) 

in which the thermal conductivity of the air does not appear. Combining the) and f factor 

into a ratio, the following functional dependence results for the PEC)1f in terms of 8 

nondimensional variables: 

(2.4) 

In order to optimize a heat exchanger using this PEC, experimentally determined 

equations for the) and f factor are written in terms of these variables. The correlations 

1 Note that if To were not introduced, Eq. 2.2 would have 7 independent variables (11-4=7, cf. Eq. 2.1); 
however, introducing To causes an additional nondimensional variable to appear (see Appendix A for 
discussion) . 
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mayor may not use all these ND variables. The derived ND variables are not unique; in 

fact, the choice of different repeating parameters changes the form of each variable. 

Many of the variables used in the literature for this type of regression analysis are 

combinations of these ND variables. Of particular importance is the Reynolds number, 

which can be written as an area ratio multiplied by V fr * and Dc *: 

where 

1 
=---:----:----,------:-

1- ~* _ D; + Ft* D; 
F* p* F* p* 

s t s t 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

See Appendix B for the derivation of Equation 2.6 and other area ratios. The 

Reynolds number in Equation 2.5 is based on the tube collar diameter as the length scale 

and maximum velocity through the minimum free flow area as the velocity scale. 

Published correlations that use Reynolds numbers based on other scales (e.g. hydraulic 

diameter for the length scale) can be expressed as other combinations of the ND 

variables. The area ratio in Equation 2.6 is also a function of the derived ND variables; 

no new variables are introduced. As long as the total number of independent variables 

that define the objective function remains constant, the combination ofterms is valid. 

2.2.2 Heat transfer / pumping power 

Taking a step beyond j/f, consider a PEe that takes into account the actual heat 

transfer rate and pumping power required for the heat exchanger. By adding a fan 

component, more information is included in the optimization process than with jlf This 

new PEe, e, is defined as heat transfer/pumping power. e attempts to capture the 

tradeoff between the heat transfer enhancement and the increase in power often needed to 

provide airflow through the heat exchanger. This PEe is similar to P{but is a function of 

more variables. e has the following functional dependence: 
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(2.7) 

Pumping power is approximated to be Vllp /17 fm , where llfm, the fan and motor efficiency, 

is a newly introduced term to the ND parameter space. Converting the volumetric flow 

term to its component variables, Afr and V fn the relationship becomes 

e = e(q, Afr , Vfr , I1p, 17 fm) (2.8) 

The functional dependence of e can be expressed in a different manner with 

specific goals in mind. Such goals may include determination of the values of I1p and 

q/ Afr that result from maximization of the PEe. Or various constraints may be 

implemented during an optimization process, such as fixing the heat duty per unit frontal 

area. Writing e as a function of the desired independent variables eases its 

interpretation. Such a formulation requires application of the momentum and heat rate 

equations. Using the definition of the friction factor, as given by Kays and London 

(1986): 

I1p= G; ~f 
2p Amin 

( A )2( ) =!pVJr ~ ~ f 
2 Amin Amin 

(2.9) 

Flow acceleration terms were neglected to obtain this equation, and fluid density is 

assumed constant at its inlet value to simplify the form of the equation. The E-Ntu 

formulation was used for the heat transfer rate equation: 

q = anc pl1Tmax 

= &pVfrAfrcpl1Tmax 
(2.10) 
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The tenn L\ T max denotes the temperature difference between the incoming air and the 

condensing or evaporating temperature of the internal fluid (refrigerant). At this point, 

latent heat transfer is not included in the definition of E>. This initial analysis is therefore 

valid for only condensers and dry evaporators. Latent heat transfer, used for wet 

evaporator analysis, is represented by the addition of another tenn to Equation 2.10, and 

is discussed in Chapter 4. Within Equation 2.10, the heat exchanger effectiveness for a 

condenser or evaporator is taken as 

(2.11) 

where 

N = UA 
tu (mc p tr (2.12) 

In Equation 2.11, the heat capacity ratio of the internal fluid is assumed to be infinite, 

designating a phase change on the refrigerant side of the heat exchanger. This analysis 

assumes that for the refrigerant side, the entire heat exchanger is operating in the two

phase region, with no subcooled or superheated regions. 

In order to simplify the analysis and preserve generality, the airside thennal 

resistance is considered to be dominant over the refrigerant-side resistance, tube-wall 

resistance, and fouling factors; therefore, the base (tube surface) temperature is equal to 

the refrigerant temperature. With the assumption of dominant airside resistance, the 

overall heat transfer coefficient can be approximated as equal to the airside heat transfer 

coefficient, and the effectiveness can be represented by 

( UAT] & = 1- exp -170 -.-
mcp 

= 1- eXP(-170 ~AT] 
mcp 

= 1- eXP(-17oJPr-Z/3 AT J 
Amm 

(2.13) 
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in which the j factor is defined as follows: 

(2.14) 

Surface efficiency is derived in Appendix B usmg the sector method in 

conjunction with an analytical fin efficiency equation developed for circular fins, 

expressed in terms of Bessel functions (Kern and Kraus 1972). The equations are cast 

into functions of only the nondimensional parameters used in this analysis. 

With substitution of parameters in Equation 2.8 from Equations 2.9 and 2.10, the 

functional dependence for e becomes 

(2.15) 

with E and the area ratios not listed because they are functions of the other listed 

parameters (see Appendix B). The term Afr drops out of the functional form because it 

appears both in the numerator and denominator of e, thus canceling out. 

Nondimensionalizing as before with the repeating parameters f.!, p, cp, and To, we obtain 

e as a function of the same 8 variables as j/f, plus 3 more: k/, ~ T*, and llfm. 

(2.16) 

Again, V fr * may be substituted by Reoc while maintaining independence of the terms. 

The actual functional relation for e in this nondimensional parameter space is then 

(2.17) 
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If a log-mean temperature difference approach were employed for heat transfer 

evaluation rather than E-Ntu, e would simply be Jif multiplied by an additional term. 

However, in this case the J factor is embedded in the heat exchanger effectiveness (E) 

term. 

2.2.3 Heat transfer / (pumping power + compressor power) 

The third PEC studied, n, is defined to be heat transfer/(pumping + compressor 

power). This PEC adds a level of complexity to the analysis by including the compressor 

in the system, which already includes the heat exchanger and fan component. The air side 

performance of the heat exchanger becomes linked to penalties associated with 

refrigerant-side power requirements. In this way, changes to heat exchanger design can 

be studied to determine their effects on both pumping power and compressor penalty. 

Compressor manufacturers provide tables which describe compressor 

performance under different operating conditions. From these compressor maps, we can 

obtain compressor power required for a given condensing and evaporating temperature. 

However, using compressor power directly from the table would include the scale of the 

particular compressor in the analysis. In order to avoid the optimal solution being 

dependent on a particular scale of compressor, COP information can be used. The system 

COP, which is also listed on compressor maps, tends to be nearly independent of scale 

within certain types of applications (e.g. residential alc). COP is tabulated as a function 

of the condensing and evaporating temperatures. The form of COP used on a compressor 

map IS 

COP = qevap = qeond + qeomp -1 
eomp' • 

We ~ 
(2.18) 

If we neglect heat rejection from the compressor, n can be written in reasonably simple 

form as follows: 
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a q evap [ 1 We ]-1 [1 1 ]-1 
evap - We + Wp = e + qevap = e + CO~omp (2.19) 

a qeond [ 1 We ]-1 [ 1 1 ]-1 
eond - We + Wp = e + q eond = e + 1 + CO~omp (2.20) 

Note that the previous discussion of e applies to both condensers and dry evaporators. 

When qcomp is large, compressor manufacturers also supply data on qcomp as a function of 

Tevap and Tcond, so it need not be neglected. However, more complexity would be added 

to the equation. Using Equations 2.19 and 2.20 enables a maximization of a to be valid 

for all compressors having similar COP characteristics, rather than being valid for only 

one compressor. For condensers, a linear approximation of the COP curve can be made 

for various condensing temperatures in the range of interest, and for a given evaporating 

temperature: 

COPeomp = a - bl1T (2.21) 

Although Equation 2.21 is written in terms of I1T, the compressor map is actually 

dependent on absolute condensing temperatures. Therefore, in addition to 11 T, the PEC a 

depends on either the condensing temperature or the ambient temperature; in particular, 

two of To, Tcond, and I1T are needed in order to define the third. The ambient temperature 

To was chosen because condensing temperatures are desired as a result of the analysis 

rather than an input. The functional dependence of a in the dimensional parameter space 

is then 

(2.22) 

The additional parameters are To, a, and b when compared to the functional form 

ofe in Equation 2.15. In the compressor COP equation (Equation 2.21), the "b" term is 
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the only new term that requires nondimensionalization. The term "a" is already 

nondimensional, but a * will be used to identifY it to keep the nomenclature consistent 

with the other derived parameters. The variable a* represents the best possible COP for 

an ideal (e.g. zero ~T) condenser. The upper limit of possible values for a* is therefore 

limited by the Camot COP between the outdoor and indoor temperatures. The value of a * 

for a real system is Camot COP minus the COP penalty for inefficiencies in the 

evaporator. The value of a * is independent of the condenser design. The variable b * 

represents the slope of the COP penalty for increasing condensing temperatures. By 

using data from an actual compressor to obtain the a * and b * terms, compressor efficiency 

information becomes embedded into the parameters, with b * defined as 

b* =bT o (2.23) 

With this information the following form for Q results: 

(2.24) 

In full form: 

(2.25) 

Q is a function of the following variables: 

(2.26) 

A large value of a* and a small value of b * are preferred by this PEe. A large 

value of a* is achievable with an efficient evaporator (up to the Camot COP limit), while 
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a small value of b * denotes a compressor in which the power requirement does not 

increase greatly with increasing condensing temperature (which translates into smaller 

COP penalties as the isentropic limit is approached). This PEC attempts to balance out 

features of the previous two PEC by including more system information; in this case the 

information comes from the refrigerant side and the evaporator. 

2.2.4 System COP 

The fourth PEC studied was system COP, which is defined as 

CO'D qevap - Wp,evap 
Isystem = . . . 

Wp,evap + Wp,eond + We 
(2.27) 

System-level PEC such as COP include variables for both the condenser and evaporator, 

in addition to pumping power and compressor power variables. Therefore, the functional 

dependence of system COP in the nondimensional parameter space is shown as follows, 

for plain fin heat exchangers under dry conditions: 

({L*'F:'~*'lf'~"D;'Vji:'k;'kl' ,I1T*,17jim} 'J 
COtJ = COP evap 

system,dry {'" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" '" } 
L ,Fs ,~ ,Pz ,~ ,De' Vir' k a ,k I' I1T ,171m eond 

where 

I1T* = I1Teond 
eand T 

outdoor 

I1Teond = Teond - Toutdoor 

(2.28) 

(2.29) 

(2.30) 

(2.31) 

(2.32) 

For this functional form the nondimensional variables for calculating compressor work 

are omitted. It is assumed that an accurate curve fit, as a function of both condensing and 

evaporating temperatures, can be made for a given compressor (similarly to Q 
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optimization but as a function of two variables). The variables in this curve fit can then 

be viewed as constants during optimizations. This PEe is written in the nondimensional 

parameter space under dry conditions as 

[ *] [Re~c f (AT J] &I1T evap + (*)2 ~ 
2lJfm Dc mm 
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Table 2.1 ND variables for j factor 

D" = 
Dcp~cpTo 

c 
Jl 

L Lp~cpTo 
L*= 

Jl 

Fs Fsp~cpTo 
F*= s 

Jl 

Ft FtP~cpTo 
F*= t 

Jl 

PI ~p~cpTo 
~*= 

Jl 

Pt ~p~cpTo 
p"= t 

Jl 

Vfr * Vfr 
Vji = 

r ~cpTo 

ka k"=~ 
a 

JlC p 
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Chapter 3 - Unconstrained Optimization Results and Discussion 

In this chapter the four PEC defined in Chapter 2 are used to find optimal heat 

exchanger geometries and operating conditions. A completely "unconstrained" 

optimization of a heat exchanger can be viewed as a maximization of a PEC with respect 

to all the variables it is dependent upon, with no imposed design goals such as limited 

face area or required heat transfer rate. In this analysis, the search domain is limited by 

setting ranges on the independent variables, because many of them exhibit monotonic 

behavior which would lead to zero or infinite values when a PEC is maximized. Setting 

the appropriate ranges also ensures that results are not extrapolated beyond the ranges of 

the j and f correlations and the compressor maps used in the model. Also, certain 

variables in this section are fixed, either because of assumed fluid and material 

properties, or because of a known relationship to the PEC. The variables ka * and k/ were 

fixed, assuming air as the external fluid and aluminum as the heat exchanger material. 

Also fixed are the fan-and-motor efficiency, which always improves PEC value as it 

increases, and the compressor variables a * and b *, in order to optimize for a characteristic 

compressor application (residential alc). The fixed variables are not limitations on heat 

transfer rates or face areas; thus, these optimizations are still referred to as 

"unconstrained". Chapter 4 continues PEC analysis with added constraints on heat 

transfer per unit frontal area (q/ Afr), number of tube rows, and latent heat transfer. 

3.1 Unconstrained component-level optimization on plain-finned heat exchangers 

The optimization method was applied to four surface types: plain, wavy, slit, and 

louvered fins, all assumed to be on crossflow finned heat exchangers with circular tubes. 

This section covers plain fin heat exchangers in order to gain an understanding of PEC 

behavior and interpretation of results before the other surface types are introduced. The j 

factor correlation used for plain fins was that of Wang and Chang (1998). This 

correlation was created from their test data plus those of Gray and Webb (1986). The f 
factor correlation was taken from Wang et al. (1996). 
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3.1.1 Unconstrained j/f optimization 

The equation for Jif for plain fin-on-tube heat exchangers using the correlations 

listed above is 

Note that this equation does not contain the independent variable ka*, which was 

listed in the functional fonn of Jif in Equation 2.4. This variable, which is equal to the 

inverse of the Prandtl number, does not appear because the correlations were developed 

from experiments conducted with air as the external fluid passing through the heat 

exchanger. The variable ka, from which ka* is based, may also be an extraneous variable 

in the functional fonn shown in Equation 2.1; it may not affect the J factor. Such 

variables can be proven to be extraneous through experimental methods. 

Equation 3.1 can be put into equation solver software capable of multidimensional 

searches such as Engineering Equation Solver, or EES (Klein and Alvarado, 1999). This 

program allows maximization of an objective function given its dependent variables. 

Ranges of the nondimensional variables are set to perfonn each optimization. The ranges 

are based on limits of the dimensional variables plus the ambient air properties. With 

Equation 3.1 implemented into the software, the PEe Jif can be maximized with respect 

to the nondimensional variables, revealing optimal values for each one within the ranges 

of the correlations used. The optimal solution is valid for all fluids, provided that 

correlations for J and f were developed for a broad range of fluids. 

The parameter ranges for the plain fin correlations of Equation 3.1 are shown in 

Table 3.1. In this table both the dimensional and nondimensionallimits are shown. 
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Table 3.1 Ranges of dimensional and nondimensional parameters 

5.92e5 17.6 L 164 5.53e6 

3.60e4 1.07 Fs 3.00 1.01e5 

4.95e3 0.147 Ft 0.360 1.21e4 

4.27e5 12.7 PI 27.4 9.22e5 

6.86e5 20.4 Pt 31.7 1.01e6 

300 ReDc 6000 

The 7 degree of freedom Jif optimization is performed using Equation 3.1, within the 

ranges shown in Table 3.1. The Reynolds number was selected as a search variable 

instead of non dimensional frontal velocity, despite the fact that ReDc depends on the other 

6 variables. The face velocity is determined from the Reynolds number and geometry 

obtained. Optimizations were performed with respect to the Reynolds number because 

not all authors of the correlations reported face velocities, but they all reported Reynolds 

numbers. If a more detailed analysis is required, face velocities could be extracted from 

the original sources that list all heat exchanger geometries used. The minimum and 

maximum Reynolds numbers could be used for each coil to determine the minimum and 

maximum face velocity, and the full range of face velocities can be obtained. However, 

for simplicity, Reynolds number ranges were used since they were listed directly in all 

sources used. The combination of a range limit on Reynolds number and range limits on 

the geometrical parameters provides a realistic bound on the possible values of face 

velocity that can be obtained in this analysis. 

For this unconstrained case, values obtained for the optimal Jif geometry and 

Reynolds number are shown in Table 3.2. Since this analysis is concerned primarily with 

the use of air flowing over the heat exchanger, results of optimizations are displayed in 

terms of dimensional quantities. 
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Table 3.2 Optimal parameter values forjlj 

jlj 0.85 
Dc [mm] 13.3 
L [mm] 17.6-
Fs [mm] 1.0T 
Ft [mm] 0.36 
PI [mm] 12.T 
Pt [mm] 20k 
ReDc 300-

The superscripts for the parameter values in Table 3.2 denote whether the variable 

was pushed towards its lower bound or upper bound. All parameters were pushed to a 

bound to maximize this PEe. The suggested heat exchanger geometry is a thin design in 

the airflow direction, with dense, thick fins, and large diameter tubes spaced close 

together transverse to the airflow and in the airflow direction. The Reynolds number is 

pushed to its minimum allowed value. 

In order to explore the effects ofjljmaximization, the optimized variables need to 

be viewed as a subset of all possible variables that define heat exchanger performance. 

The number of variables in a PEe plays a large role in the manner in which it can be used 

for heat exchanger design. The variables determined from the jlj optimization specify an 

optimal geometry and air flow rate which is broadly applicable to all circular tube flat fin 

heat exchangers. It is independent of heat exchanger surface temperature or heat load. 

Further explanation of the jlj optimal point in relation to heat exchanger design, as well as 

the optimal points for e and n, will be covered in section 3.2. 

3.1.2 Unconstrained e optimization 

Using the same plain fin j and f factors as before, e differs from jlj in that it is 

also a function of the terms k/, L1 T*, and llfm. A true "unconstrained" optimization of e 
would involve setting ranges for all 11 parameters in the functional relationship shown in 

Equation 2.19 before running the optimization. However, since we are interested in an 

optimization for air flowing over an aluminum heat exchanger, we can fix some of these 

values. Table 3.3 shows optimization results with fixed values ofka*, k/, and llfm. See 
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Appendix B for an explanation of the fan-and-motor efficiency used in the optimization. 

The ranges from Table 3.1 are still valid, with the addition of ~ T, for which the search 

interval is limited (in dimensional terms) from 0.1-30°C. This range covers realistic 

values of ~ T in air conditioning applications, with a rather high upper limit to consider 

the possibility of extreme conditions. 

Table 3.3 Optimal parameter values for 0 

0 36000 
Dc [mm] 13.3 
L [mm] 17.6-
Fs [mm] 3.00 
Ft [mm] 0.36 
PI [mm] 12.T 
Pt [mm] 30.3 
ReDc 300-
~T [0C] 30.0 

All parameters are pushed to a bound except the transverse tube spacing Pt. Had a 

range on llfm been set, it would have been pushed to its upper limit. 0 prefers thin heat 

exchangers with sparse, thick fins, and large-diameter tubes spaced close together in the 

longitudinal direction but fairly wide apart in the transverse direction. This layout differs 

from the Jif results in that Jif prefers a dense fin layout rather than sparse fins, and Jif 
preferred close transverse tube spacing. 0 was also maximized in relation to another 

parameter, ~T* (~T dimensionally), which was pushed to its maximum value. A large 

~T may be good for the ratio of heat transfer over pumping power, but carries with it 

penalties at the compressor. Therefore in the next subsection we analyze a PEC that 

captures this effect. 

3.1.3 Unconstrained n optimization 

Table 3.4 shows the results of an optimization of n. In this optimization fixed 

. * * * * * * values were set for the followmg terms: ka, kf , llfm, a , and b. The values of a and b 

were obtained from a curve fit of a compressor map of a Copeland ZP32K3E-PFV scroll 

compressor (see Appendix B). The linear curve fit obtained from this map is 
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COP = a-bl1T 

= 6.508 - 0.1792311Tc 

(3.2) 

for condensers. The values of a and b are then cast to the nondimensional variables a * 

* andb. 

Table 3.4 Optimal parameter values for n 

n 7.3 

Dc [mm] 13.3 
L [mm] 17.6-
Fs [mm] 3.00 
Ft [mm] 0.36 
PI [mm] 12.T 
Pt [mm] 30.3 
ReDc 300-
I1T [DC] 0.5 

This ideal geometry and Reynolds number is exactly the same as for the 0 

optimization. The only difference is in the 11 T term, which is optimal at a point within its 

defined range. The optimal 11 T is a result of increased compressor power required for 

increasing I1T. This temperature difference is not pushed to its minimal value because of 

the competing effects of heat transfer/pumping power and heat transfer/compressor 

power in the definition of n (see Equation 2.20). A minimall1T would be beneficial for 

the 11(1 +COP) term, but negatively affects the 110 term. Thus, the optimum 11 T can be 

viewed as a compromise that equalizes the rate of change of heat transfer/pumping power 

and heat transfer/compressor power. Since compressor power changes greatly with 

changes in condensing temperature, the optimal value for 11 T is near the low end of its 

range. 

3.2 Design implications for component-level PEe 

The next step in analyzing the optimal design point obtained from PEC 

maximization requires listing the appropriate equations governing heat exchanger 
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performance. The variables that have been predetermined from the optimal design point 

can then be viewed as a subset of all the variables describing heat exchanger 

performance. The remaining degrees of freedom may require setting values for frontal 

area, heat duty, etc. to complete a design specification. 

We are primarily interested in the effects of the optimal PEe layout on 

dimensional heat transfer and pressure drop. These terms are calculated using the 

conservation of momentum and heat transfer rate equations, Equations 2.9 and 2.10. 

Since the PEe are functions of nondimensional variables, it is beneficial to also list these 

equations as functions of nondimensional variables, normalized by the same repeating 

parameters as used in the PEe analysis. In this way it can be seen directly which 

parameters are known or unknown after PEe optimization. The nondimensional heat 

exchanger equations are then expressed as follows: 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

The nondimensional variable Vf/ can be substituted with ReDc from Equation 2.5. The 

equations that result are 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

with the following variables involved in each equation: 
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Momentum: L* ,F: ,~* ,~* ,~* ,ReDe ,D; ,i1p * (3.7) 

Heat rate: L* ,F: ,~* ,~* ,~* ,ReDe ,D; ,k; ,k; ,(q / Alr)* ,i1T* (3.8) 

See Appendix A for a listing of the formulae of all the newly introduced 

nondimensional variables (i1p *, k/, (q/ Afrf, and i1 T*). A maximum value of each of the 

PEe is obtained with optimal values for the nondimensional terms that comprise it. For 

the three component-level PEe studied, optimal values were obtained for the following 

terms (not including the fixed variables): 

( iJ i(* * * * * * ) - = - L ,Fs ,~ ,~ ,~ ,Dc ,ReDe 

f optimal f 
(3.9) 

( * * * * * * *) E>optimal = E> L ,F, ,~ ,~ ,~ ,Dc ,ReDe ,i1T (3.10) 

(3.11) 

The optimized variables can be compared to the parameter lists (3.7 and 3.8) for 

the pressure drop and heat transfer rate equations. The remaining degrees of freedom can 

then be seen. For ilJ, we can see that the seven variables in the optimal design point have 

already defined i1p * in the momentum equation. However, for the energy equation, three 

of ka *, k/, (q/ Afr) *, or i1 T* must be specified in order to determine the value of the fourth 

variable. In this analysis we will assume ka* and k/ are fixed to values representing air as 

the external fluid and aluminum as the heat exchanger material. Then only the 

nondimensional (q/ Afr) * and i1 T* terms remain. Their relationship is fixed by Equation 

3.6. 

The PEe ilf gives us an optimal geometry and Reynolds number. If a value for 

(q/ Afr) * is then fixed after the optimization, possibly as a design goal, the result of 
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applying Equation 3.6 is a value for ~T*. The opposite is also true - fixing ~T* results 

in a value for (q/ AfT) *. Therefore, an ideal geometry determined by Jif maximization is 

valid for paired values of ~ T* and (q/ Afr)* as determined by the nondimensional heat 

transfer rate equation. While the nondimensional pressure drop is a result of the Jif 
maximization, completing the heat transfer analysis requires specification of either of the 

two terms as an input to determine the other. Therefore the optimization is independent 

of q/ AfT or condensing temperature. When dimensional conversions are included 

(specification of air at an ambient temperature), a possible result is a heat exchanger 

design that can only achieve required heat capacities by having a large ~T. 

In contrast, e and Q include the term ~ T* within the optimization process. The 

result is an optimal value for (q/Afr)*. With specification of air as the external fluid, the 

unconstrained optimizations of e and Q result in fixed q/ AfT values. These values are 

shown in Table 3.5. Table 3.5 also contains unconstrained optimizations for other 

surface types, which are discussed in section 3.3. The benefit of e and Q over Jif is that 

optimizations can be run for a constrained q/ Afr, which changes the optimal design point. 

Such a constraint might be applied to reflect packaging or cost concerns. As seen in 

Equation 3.6, if a value for (q/Afr)* is fixed on the left-hand side of the equation, an 

optimization can still be done for the variables on the right-hand side of the equation, but 

the combination of these variables must also satisfy the equation. These types of 

optimizations are covered in Chapter 4. 

As an example of using these unconstrained optimizations in a design method, 

consider the optimization of a condenser for a typical split system air conditioner. The 

condenser has an available face area of 1.4 m2 and a required heat rejection of 14 kW, 

yielding a value for q/Afr of 10 kW/m2. The ambient temperature is assumed to be 35°C. 

If the heat exchanger is designed using the optimalJlflayout shown in Table 3.2, with an 

airflow corresponding to a Reynolds number of 300, the required condensing temperature 

of the refrigerant would be over 130°C! This result is unrealistic, and illustrates the fact 

that Jif optimization assumes any amount of frontal area is available to achieve a desired 
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heat rejection. The PEC)1f does not account for the magnitudes of either) or f, only their 

ratio. 

Next consider the PEC e. In this case, optimization of e determines the optimal 

L1 T*. With an "unconstrained" optimization of e, only one of either the heat transfer rate 

or the face area may be specified. Assume we still wish to reject 14 kW of heat. Using 

the optimal geometry shown in Table 3.3, the required area would then be 2.9 m2, more 

than twice the area we had intended to use. This required area would be reduced if the 

upper limit on L1 T* was set higher for the optimization, because a larger temperature 

difference would be available to achieve the design goal of 14 kW, although compressor 

power requirements would also increase, which this PEC does not account for. 

With the third component-level PEC, n, the required face area becomes 

ridiculously large, at over 170 m2• This large face area is due to the low condensing 

temperature of 35.5°C, less than one degree above ambient. The previous PEC, e, 
optimized the heat exchanger without regard for refrigerant side penalty, so the 

condensing temperature soared. n accounts for the refrigerant side penalty, so instead 

the required face area suffers because its only cost penalty in this PEC, increased 

pumping power, is small in comparison to increased compressor power requirements. 

3.3 Unconstrained optimization for other fin types 

Similar unconstrained optimizations were performed for wavy, slit, and louvered 

fin surface types. The results are summarized in Table 3.5, along with the plain-fin 

results for comparison. The surface types with more complex fins were optimized with 

respect to the same parameters as plain fins, plus other parameters used to describe the 

fins. Colburn) andffactor correlations describing the performance of wavy fins include 

the variable Wh*' the nondimensional wave height. The correlations for both the) and! 

factor for wavy fins were obtained from Mirth,and Ramadhyani (1994). Slit fins include 

Sh *, the nondimensional slit height (distance offset from the fin surface), and Sw *, the 

nondimensional slit width transverse to the airflow. The) and f correlations for slit fins 

were obtained from a new study by Wang and Du (2001). For louvers, the 
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nondimensional parameters Lh * and Lp * denote the louver height and pitch, respectively. 

The correlations used for louvered fins were taken from Wang et al. (1999). Louver 

angle, e, is related to Lh * and Lp * through the following equation: 

L L* 
tanB=_h =_h 

L L* 
p p 

(3.12) 

It is important to note that when comparing PEC values for different surfaces, 

ranges of the correlations used in the optimization should be considered. For instance, 

the wavy fin optimization of e shows a very small value for e compared to the other 

surface types. This difference is due mainly to the underlying correlations having a 

minimum Reynolds number of 1100, compared to 300-350 for the other surface types, 

and a minimum number of tube rows of 4, while the other correlations had single-tube

row minimums. The combination of these two differences makes minimal pumping 

power for this optimization much higher than for the other surface types, which is 

penalized heavily bye. Full range listings for all the correlations used in this model are 

shown in Appendix C. 

Table 3.5 shows the maximized values of the PEC, along with both quantitative 

and qualitative information on the direction in which variables were pushed to achieve 

the optimization. As with the earlier tables in this chapter, a (-) superscript denotes the 

variable was pushed to its lower limit, (+) denotes the upper limit, and lack of a 

superscript means the optimal value was found within the specified range. For 

correlations based on one value of a particular parameter (e.g. only one tested tube collar 

diameter), the combination (+-) is shown because this variable was not allowed to 

change. Since no fixed value of q/ Afr is set for these runs, any amount of frontal area is 

available to size the heat exchangers for a specified heat duty. Having no constraint on 

frontal area can be seen to yield an unrealistic result in some cases. 

For the PEC j/f, maximum values were 0.85, 0.72, 4.59, and 3.72 for plain, wavy, 

slit, and louvered fins respectively. This result shows that jlf prefers slit fins as the best 
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enhancement strategy. However, the slit fin optimum resulted in a very small f factor. 

Although ranges were set on the limits of the variables used in the heat exchanger testing, 

the specific combination of parameters in this optimal point may be an untested design 

with effects on the f factor not accounted for in the development of the correlation. 

Nevertheless, with a different optimal geometry and Reynolds number, e and n also 

ranked slit fins as the best heat transfer enhancement method, followed by plain fins, 

louvered fins, and wavy fins. 

Regarding the geometry of the enhanced fin surfaces, all PEe were agreed as to 

the direction of improvement of specific geometric features. For wavy fins, increasing 

the wave height aids in PEe maximization. For slit fins, increased slit width transverse 

to the airflow is seen as beneficiaL The range of slit heights used in testing does not 

allow a adequate prediction of their effect on PEe value. Louvered heat exchangers are 

seen to benefit from decreased louver heights and increased louver pitch. 

Table 3.5 includes information on the ideal q/Afr that results from optimizations 

of e and n. This value is obtained with the assumption of air as the external fluid. As 

explained in section 3.1.2, e requires a large Ll T to maximize its value, which increases 

q/Afr. However, q/Afr is then limited by reduced airflow, sparse fin geometry, and 

shallow heat exchanger depth. The lowest number of tube rows for wavy fins is 4 for the 

correlations that were used, and the minimum Reynolds number is higher than the other 

surface types, resulting in a much higher q/ Afr than the other enhancements due to 

increased total heat transfer area in the airflow direction. While q/ A[r is high in 

comparison to the other surface types, the value of maximum e is much lower because of 

the extra pumping power required to push air through the heat exchanger. For n, large 

condensing temperatures are penalized but frontal area is not; therefore, the resulting 

q/ A[r values are low. 
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3.4 Unconstrained COP optimization 

With the same fixed parameters as used in the component-level PEC analysis, the 

optimal point determined by the system-level PEC COP has a functional form similar to 

that of e and n, except for both an evaporator and condenser: 

[{ ' · · · .. .} J L ,Fs ,~ ,Pz ,~ ,Dc ,ReD ,!1.T , 
COP. = COP c evap 

optImal {* '" '" '" '" '" '" } L ,Fs ,~ ,Pz ,~ ,Dc ,ReD ,!1.T 
c cond 

(3.13) 

Therefore, like e and n, unconstrained optimization yields a value for q/Afr. Tables 3.6 

and 3.7 summarize the results of unconstrained COP optimization. Fixed values of 

sensible heat transfer for the condenser and evaporator are listed in order to see the effect 

on required frontal area. 

Note that the condenser and evaporator are optimized nearly identically. The 

evaporator !1. T is too small for latent heat transfer in this case. Also, note that the 

unconstrained optimizations of COP yield almost exactly the same results as 

unconstrained n optimization. The main difference is the ideal !1. T obtained, due to a 

more accurate quadratic-linear curve fit for the compressor COP term (as compared to the 

single-variable linear fits for the component-level optimizations). This curve fit is 

expressed as follows (see Appendix B): 

CO~omp = (- 2113.22 + 8.5198TJ 

+ (11.604 - 0.046894Te )Tc 

+ (- 0.016021 + 6.489 x 10-5 Te Yrc2 

3.5 PEC summary 

(3.14) 

In this chapter, the behaviors of four PEC were analyzed: jff, e, n, and COP. 

Ideal geometries were obtained using each 'PEC without system design constraints. 

Currently available correlations for plain, wavy, slit, and louvered fin heat exchangers 

were used for the j and f factor in all four PEe. The ideal geometry for jlf was shown to 
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be independent of heat load or surface temperature of a heat exchanger. The result is that 

application of the maximumjif criterion can result in a design which either a) requires an 

excessive frontal area, or b) requires excessive refrigerant side temperatures. The PEC jif 

therefore would be better suited as a comparison tool for equal-duty heat exchangers 

rather than as a design tool. The definition of e included more parameters than jif and 

thus could be optimized with respect to a temperature difference term, in addition to the 

terms used injif optimization. The optimum e criterion maximizes heat transfer per unit 

pumping power by requiring a large refrigerant side temperature. Q improves upon e by 

accounting for the refrigerant side temperature through its effect on compressor work, 

and therefore results in an optimum design requiring a large frontal area. COP shows 

similar characteristics as Q in requiring large face areas for an unconstrained 

optimization. 

With these drawbacks it seems that unconstrained optimization of a PEC always 

results in an unusable geometry. The primary usefulness of a PEC, however, can be seen 

when optimizing heat exchangers using constraints. A constraint such as a fixed value 

for nondimensional q/ Afr may be employed for all the PEC analyzed exceptjlj, resulting 

in reduced optimal PEC value, but a heat exchanger which efficiently meets design 

requirements. Chapter 4 continues the evaluation of these PEC using various constraints, 

which highlight more of each PEC's features and usefulness in system design. 
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Table 3.5 Unconstrained optimization on plain, wavy, slit, and louvered fins 

(a) 

(b) 
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Table 3.6 Unconstrained system optimization with plain and wavy fin heat exchangers 

0.0250 
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Table 3.7 Unconstrained system optimization with slit and louvered fin heat exchangers 

0.0522 
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Chapter 4 - Constrained Optimization Results and Discussion 

The previous chapter dealt with optimizations yielding highest possible PEC 

values, without regard for their implications on a real system. These optimizations were 

done in order to gain a better understanding of how a maximization of each PEC will 

affect a heat exchanger in its most extreme case. This chapter deals with placing 

limitations on the combinations of variables that can result from an optimization, 

therefore yielding lower PEC values than an unconstrained case, but providing geometry 

and operating conditions of a heat exchanger that can satisfy system requirements. 

Using the nondimensional forms of the heat exchanger performance equations 

along with the defined PEC equations, a constrained optimization method can be 

implemented to compare heat exchangers of different surface types, as well as improving 

designs of particular surface types. The following sections detail the constrained 

optimization model and some examples of its use. The order of sections in the chapter 

attempts to outline the use of the model starting from simple applications (i.e. improving 

an existing heat exchanger by altering fin spacing), and moving towards the more 

complex tasks of determining heat exchanger designs to maximize COP for an entire 

system. 

4.1 PEe optimization on a single parameter 

One of the benefits of using a PEC is the ability to improve upon an existing heat 

exchanger design. Such improvements can be done for any single parameter of the heat 

exchanger, such as fin spacing, tube spacing, Reynolds number, etc., as long as j and f 
factor correlations exist for that class of heat exchanger. The correlations must also 

include the parameter of interest as an independent variable. All other parameters are 

fixed to their baseline values, including the face area and heat transfer rate. Fixing these 

values constrains the optimization to a simple 1 degree-of-freedom case for quick design 

compansons. 
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Figure 4.1 show trends for varying single parameters on a condenser while 

holding other parameters at their baseline value (see the condenser geometry in Table 4.7 

for baseline values). The baseline condenser was a plain-fin 14kW design taken from a 

typical split system air conditioner. The parameters chosen for analysis were fin spacing 

and Reynolds number, due to changing trends when compared with different PEe. 

Baseline values are shown as single data points on each plot. Ideally they should fall 

precisely on each trend line; however, they sometimes do not because of the finite 

number of simulation runs performed to obtain each curve fit. 

When comparing PEe trends for fin spacing on plots (a), (c), and (e) of Figure 

4.1, jlf and n show that denser fins are beneficial to this design whereas e shows that a 

sparse fin arrangement is better. For jff, this result means that the correlations suggest 

that j factors decrease at a faster rate than f factors as the fin spacing is increased. The 

results for e can be explained by its definition. Since e values heat transfer in relation to 

pumping power, a sparse fin arrangement allows decreased pumping power while the 

heat transfer can be maintained by a higher condensing temperature. The PEe n 

includes this penalty and thus reverses the trend back to that shown by jlf Note that the 

baseline heat exchanger chosen for this example has a dense fin geometry in which the 

fin spacing is actually slightly under the range of the correlations used. 

For the Reynolds number, bothjlf and e indicate that a minimum value of Reoc 

maximizes PEe value. For jff, higher j factor values for low face velocities in tested heat 

exchangers can explain this trend. e is concerned primarily with minimizing the 

pumping power and therefore relies on higher refrigerant side temperature for increasing 

heat transfer. Lower Reynolds numbers require less pumping power and is thus seen as 

beneficial. The plot of maximum n vs. Reynolds number differs from that of the other 

PEe in that it displays a local maximum. With n as a rating method, an ideal Reynolds 

number exists for this heat exchanger to oper.ate most effectively. This value of Reoc 

balances out the pumping power requirement and the compressor penalty associated with 

increased required condensing temperatures as the airflow is decreased. The baseline 

value ofReoc is slightly below this ideal value. 
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4.2 Multidimensional optimization with constraints 

As shown in Chapter 3, multidimensional optimizations can be performed using 

the PEC as rating criteria. These type of optimizations are independent of a baseline 

model, and can be used as a first step in heat exchanger design. In this section, 

constraints on q/ Afr, number of tube rows, and sensible heat ratio are imposed within the 

optimizations. Only the PEe Q and COP are discussed with these constraints, as they 

have shown to provide more comprehensive heat exchanger evaluation than either jlf or 

8. As explained in Chapter 3, since i,j' is not a function of ~ T or q/ Afr, the optimum 

point determined from its maximization is independent of constraints on these 

parameters. With 8, since its definition is heat transfer/pumping power, fixing a value 

for q/ Afr simply leads to a minimal pumping power optimum with no regard for the value 

of the i factor; ~ T is pushed to its maximum to provide the necessary heat transfer, 

increasing compressor power requirements that are better accounted for in Q and COP. 

4.2.1 Condenser modeling 

Modeling a condenser involves setting ranges on the nondimensional parameters 

for an external fluid at a set ambient temperature. Limits are set on nondimensional 

parameters rather than dimensional parameters so the solution may be valid for more than 

one fluid type. However, the results of the optimizations in this section are presented in 

dimensional terms using air at an ambient temperature of 35°C. q/ Afr is fixed in order to 

obtain a reasonable volume and cost of the heat exchanger. For i,j'the optimal geometry 

applies to all values ofq/Afr because it is independent of ~T*. For 8, a fixed q/Afr simply 

leads to the minimization of pumping power per unit frontal area. It is with the 

application of constraints that the PEC Q shows its greatest value in comparing heat 

exchanger designs. By setting values of required q/ Afr, more realistic geometries are 

obtained in the optimization process which reduce the maximum value of the PEC but at 

the same time enable useful comparisons to be made of different fin surface types. As 

explained in Chapter 3, this type of constraint, with the assumption of an external fluid 

for the normalizing parameters, fixes the left-hand side of the nondimensional heat rate 

equation: 
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(3.6) 

Therefore the geometry, Reynolds number, and temperature difference are limited 

to combinations that result in the required q/ Afr. Table 4.1 shows PEe optimizations 

performed with a constraint of q/Afr=10kW/m2. In this table it can be seen that the 

application of the constraint reduces the maximum value of the PEe compared to the 

unconstrained maximization in Table 3.5. Slit and louvered fins are shown to have very 

small pressure drops, resulting in low pumping power requirements. The small pressure 

drops are caused by the optimizations identifying geometries that result in low friction 

factors. With the low friction factor, volumetric flow across the heat exchanger can be 

fairly high without a large penalty in pumping power. 

Figure 4.2 further compares optimal values of Q for different constraints on q/ Afr. 

All fin surfaces show the same trend of decreased Q as q/ Afr is increased. Therefore, this 

PEe considers limited frontal area (high heat transfer rates per unit frontal area) a 

hindrance to heat exchanger performance. This figure also reveals the amount of Q 

penalty associated with higher q/ Afr. Slit fins are shown to have less of a penalty on Q as 

q/ Afr is increased, due to its smaller slope when compared to the other surface types. 

The heat exchanger geometries obtained in Table 4.1 are allowed to have any 

number of tube rows required to maximize the value of the PEe. In Tables 4.2-4.5 tube 

row constraints are applied in addition to the q/ Afr constraint, in order to view PEe value 

as a function of heat exchanger depth. The depth of the heat exchanger, which depends 

on the number of tube rows, is important in material cost considerations, as many 

condensers in use today have single tube rows. Approximate fin volume is included in 

Tables 4.2-4.5, in which the amount of aluminum that can be saved with thinner designs, 

with various effects on PEe value and optimal geometry, can be seen. Plain fins showed 

no change in the optimal point except for the required changes in depth of the heat 
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exchanger. Wavy fins required a smaller Reynolds number for increasing heat exchanger 

depth. For slit fins, the fin density decreased as well as Reynolds number for greater 

numbers of tube rows. The optimal louver fin geometry changed little with increasing 

heat exchanger depth. 

The overall PEe value results for differing numbers of tube rows are summarized 

in Figure 4.3. An ideal number of tube rows within the range shown exists for louvered 

fins. Using a thinner design (i.e. single tube row) would require weighing the savings in 

material costs versus heat exchanger efficiency. Wavy fins actually show a decrease in Q 

value for thicker designs; therefore, a thinner design saves material and improves 

performance. Slit fins are shown to have their best PEe value at 4 tube rows. However, 

with thinner slit-fin designs comes a penalty in efficiency. Reducing the thickness to 2 

tube rows has a smaller effect on efficiency as compared to the drop from 2 to 1. Plain 

fins show a similar trend of decreased performance with less tube rows. Therefore, a cost 

analysis may be able to determine the optimal heat exchanger depth in these cases, as 

with the louvered fin case. 

4.2.2 Evaporator modeling 

Modeling an evaporator includes the transfer of latent heat as well as sensible 

heat. The addition of latent heat transfer does not affect the PEe Jif except through the 

use of wet correlations; however, it affects the three other PEe due to their use of a heat 

transfer term. Rather than only using the sensible heat transfer term qs, a total evaporator 

heat transfer term is used: 

q evap = q s ,evap + q I ,evap (4.1) 

To implement latent heat transfer in the model, additional equations were added. The 

governing equation is as follows: 

(4.2) 
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Surface efficiency is described III Appendix B. The mass transfer proportionality 

constant hD is expressed as 

h _ he 
D - c Le 2/3 

pm 

(4.3) 

where cpm is the specific heat of moist air. Calculating the latent heat transfer requires 

determination of the heat transfer coefficient under wet surface conditions (using wet j 

and f correlations). Obtaining the heat transfer coefficient requires specification of 

external fluid type to extract the coefficient from the nondimensional variables used in 

the model. Therefore, the evaporator analysis is limited to the use of air as the external 

fluid, with a given relative humidity in order to calculate the specific humidity ratios. 

The inlet air humidity ratio min is calculated from at the ambient air temperature and RH. 

The latent heat of vaporization hfg is evaluated at the evaporating temperature. The 

saturated air humidity ratio is calculated at a surface temperature equal to the following: 

(4.4) 

This equation was obtained from the following relationship: 

q = r7ohA(T. - T ) s ' I air evap 

= hA(Tair - I:urj ) 

(4.5) 

in which the tube wall thermal resistance is negligible. Therefore Tsurf is the average 

wetted surface temperature, which is greater than the base (tube surface) temperature. 

The ARI standard capacity rating point for unitary aIr conditioners is 

Tindoor=26.7°C (80°F) and TWb=19.4°C (67°F).· At this point, the following sensible-to

total heat transfer ratio exists for many air conditioners: 
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(4.6) 

Designing an evaporator to this rating point ensures that the evaporator provides adequate 

dehumidification of the incoming air. Therefore, Equation 4.6 was added to the model as 

a constraint. The addition of this equation reduces the combinations of independent 

parameters that can satisfy all the constraints, as did the q/ Afr constraint. Thus, the 

optimal PEe value is further reduced from the unconstrained case. 

Wet j and f factor correlations were used for evaporator analysis. The wet plain

fin correlations used were from Wang et al. (1996). Wavy-fin optimizations still used 

Mirth and Ramadhyani (1994). Their j factor results for wet conditions had mixed 

results, with data points both over and under the dry j factor prediction. Because of these 

results, they did not present a separate correlation for the wet j factor. Therefore, the 

same j factor they obtained under dry conditions was used for wet conditions. Their 

friction factor results differed more from the dry case, however, and they added a wet 

friction factor multiplier to predict performance. For slit fins, Kim and Jacobi (2000) 

provided wet j and f factor correlations, although their testing was limited to heat 

exchangers of varying depth, fin spacing, and Reynolds number. For instance, all the 

tested heat exchangers had the same tube collar diameter and fin thickness, limiting the 

range of the optimization process when used in this model. Louvered-fin correlations 

under wet conditions were obtained from Wang et al. (2000). 

Table 3.7 shows the results of evaporator optimization using the n criterion. 

Three constraints were imposed on the model to obtain these numbers: 

qs = 7680 W 

ql =2560 W 

Afr = 0.32 m2 
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These constraints combine the q/ AfT and sensible heat ratio constraints. Slit fins are 

shown to have lower performance than the other surface types in Table 4.6. Note, 

however, that the available j and f correlations for slit fins are applicable to only a narrow 

range of geometries, when compared to the other correlations. In addition, condensate 

retention plays a major role in affecting the performance of wet evaporators with 

interrupted surfaces. Bridging of condensate between louvers and slits can negate the 

benefits of these enhancements by resulting in channel flow of the air through the heat 

exchanger rather than enhancement-directed flow. With regard to the amount of material 

used for each type of heat exchanger, the fin volume required for these designs decreases 

as one moves from the highest to lowest performance design. 

4.2.3 System optimization 

The previous analyses enabled optimization of a single heat exchanger, including 

such additional components as the fan and compressor. Performing separate 

optimizations for a condenser and evaporator may lead to differing power requirements 

for the compressor, which may result in inefficiencies once the new designs are 

implemented into a system. In order to use the optimization model for complete system 

design, the evaporator and condenser must be linked to the same compressor. A proper 

curve fit must be used to model the compressor power, one that takes into account both 

condensing and evaporating temperatures. Once this model is in place, the goal of 

finding maximum COP for a given system is possible once proper ranges are set for the 

design variables. 

System COP was the fourth PEC studied, one that is used commonly as a measure 

of comparison for different air conditioning and refrigeration systems. Table 4.7 displays 

baseline data for a plain-fin split system air conditioner using all the previously defined 

equations and assumptions in this model. This table can be used for comparison with the 

optimization results. Tables 4.8 and 4.9 display the COP optimization results for the four 

surface types analyzed. Constraints on face areas, sensible and latent heat transfer were 

also implemented as described in the component optimization sections. 
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From observation of the maximum COP values in the tables, all optimizations 

were able to improve upon the baseline system. The optimal COP values did not vary 

greatly between the different surface types. Looking at the evaporator results, wavy

finned evaporators are shown to have the lowest pumping power requirement, similarly 

to the Q optimization result. With the imposed evaporator constraints, Q and COP prefer 

wavy fins over the other surface types in this analysis. Another important feature to note 

in the tables is the amount of fin volume required for the various designs. The louver 

results yield the minimum overall amount of fin material required and may be a more 

cost effective method of designing a split system air conditioner than the baseline design. 

The reduced fin volume can be attributed to decreased heat exchanger depths and wider 

fin spacing than the plain and slit fin optima. 

When the evaporator results from system COP optimization are compared to 

component-level Q evaporator optimization (with the q/Afr constraints imposed), the 

results are nearly identical except for small differences for the wavy fin case. The 

implication is that a component-level PEC with the proper constraints may be able to 

yield the same results as a system-level PEe. When the Q and COP optimizations are 

compared for condensers, more differences can be seen. All optima except wavy fins 

have larger Reynolds numbers for COP optimization than Q optimization. However, slit 

fin geometrical results for the condenser are identical for the two cases. The plain fin 

optima are very different. With COP optimization, the ideal condenser has 3 tube rows, 

while the Q optimization yielded over a 7 row heat exchanger. The differences in PEC 

value between these two designs may be small, however, because of relative insensitivity 

of PEC value to heat exchanger depth in this range. Again, a cost analysis would prove 

beneficial in determining an optimal heat exchanger depth in this case. 
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Table 4.1 Condenser optimization with q/Afr=10kW/m2 

0.0092 0.0191 
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Table 4.2 Plain fin optimization with q/Afr=10kW/m2 for differing numbers of tube rows 

0.0056 0.0064 0.0082 
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Table 4.3 Wavy fin optimization with q/Afr=10kW/m2 for 

differing numbers of tube rows 
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Table 4.4 Slit fin optimization with q/Afr=10kW/m2 for differing numbers oftube rows 
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Table 4.5 Louvered fin optimization with q/Afr=10kW/m2 for 

differing numbers of tube rows 

0.0033 
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Table 4.6 Wet evaporator optimization 
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Table 4.7 Baseline split system air conditioner 
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Table 4.8 System optimization with plain and wavy fin heat exchangers 
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Table 4.9 System optimization with slit and louvered fin heat exchangers 
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Chapter 5 - Conclusions and Recommendations 

In this project, a model for the optimization of heat exchangers was developed. 

This model can be used to perform analyses of condensers and evaporators as separate 

components, or in combination with the inclusion of fan and compressor data. The model 

uses various performance evaluation criteria as objective functions and is capable of 

performing multidimensional searches to maximize the PEC values. 

5.1 Conclusions 

By performing unconstrained optimizations of the PEC j/f, e, Q, and COP, 

various attributes of the criteria became clearer which enabled a better understanding of 

the type and layout of geometry and operating conditions each PEC valued. The PEC j/f 

favors thin designs that take advantage of developing thermal boundary layers, with short 

flow lengths to minimize frictional forces. However, an optimal j/f layout is independent 

of LlT, and therefore may suggest designs with unreasonable condensing and evaporating 

temperatures. 

The ratio of heat transfer to pumping power, termed e, was the second PEC 

studied. It favors reduced frictional dissipation through the heat exchanger, and thus 

pumping power-a close relation to Jif was demonstrated in this work. Unlike j/f, 

however, e depends on LlT and is maximized for large LlT. Therefore it too should be 

applied to compare heat exchangers having equal LlT. e includes the fan component in 

addition to the heat exchanger, but neglects compressor power and may also suggest 

designs with unreasonable refrigerant-side temperatures. 

Including compressor power in a PEC, as shown in Q, effectively places a penalty 

function on large Ll T's. The unconstrained optimization showed that Q yielded the same 

optimal geometry and Reynolds number as e but reached its maximum at a much lower 

LlT. In fact, it tended to find an optimum LlT near the minimum of its defined range by 

favoring geometries having a large frontal area. Therefore this PEC may be most useful 
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for comparing heat exchangers having equal frontal area. The real benefit of n can be 

derived from its application to heat exchangers of not only a limited frontal area but also 

a required heat transfer rate, placed in the form of a constraint on q/ Afr• Once q/ Afr is 

constrained, E> does not consider effects of the j factor in its optimization, but n uses it in 

determination of condensing and evaporating temperatures and finds a compromise in 

design which balances out heat transfer requirements, pumping power requirements, and 

compressor power requirements. System level PEC such as COP cast important heat 

exchanger and system parameters into a single value, and prove beneficial in optimizing 

condensers and evaporators simultaneously. The implementation of accurate j and f data 

into a COP optimization model enable a system simulation to determine ideal geometry 

and airflow rates for a condenser and evaporator. System optimization differs from 

component optimization in that the power requirements at the compressor are linked to 

both elements at the same time. 

The use of a PEC is beneficial when considering further aspects of heat exchanger 

design. The choice of surface enhancement to use on a particular air conditioning system 

can be made by a comparison of PEC values, and limited cost information could be 

included in such an analysis. For example, the cost of a heat exchanger is related to 

material use, so optimizations could be conducted for various numbers of tube rows to 

observe the effect on maximum PEC value and the optimal values of other geometric 

parameters. Of course other costs related to manufacturing and distribution might be 

important. Furthermore, noise or other quality metrics are not considered by a PEC. The 

use of a PEC does not ensure optimal system design, but it provides rational, limited 

guidance to the engineer. 

5.2 Recommendations for future studies 

There are several areas where additional research may help to refine the model 

developed in this study or expand it for better component and system optimization. The 

constant evaporating or condensing temperature assumption, describing a single-zone 

heat exchanger, can be replaced by multiple zone models with superheated and subcooled 

regions to increase accuracy. Partially wet evaporator equations can be implemented 
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rather than using the fully wet evaporator assumption. Additional compressor map data 

would assist in comparing designs using different compressor types with different 

isentropic efficiencies. Creating biquadratic or higher polynomial curve fits on 

compressor efficiency data may also improve accuracy. Also, surface efficiency 

calculations using the sector method for specific surface types rather than only plain fins 

may be applied to the model. Specialized equations for wet surface efficiency can also be 

implemented. 

Whether such additional complexity would lead to different results is unknown at 

this time. Recall that the optimal heat exchanger designs obtained using the relatively 

simple PEC Q did not differ greatly in certain cases from that obtained using the more 

comprehensive PEC COP. Finding similar PEC that are able to cast system effects into a 

simplified optimization method can greatly benefit designers in the evaluation of new 

heat exchanger designs. Having such a PEC yielding similar optimal points with the 

addition of complexity to the model can prove its usefulness in a general case. 

The most beneficial improvement to such a model on system optimization, 

however, would be an increase in the accuracy of j and f correlations that the model is 

built upon. A large databank of heat exchangers on which correlations are based, with 

large variations in geometric parameters, increases the range on which the model can 

perform an optimization and at the same time improves the accuracy of its results. For 

PEC that push designs towards limits of existing correlations, with a large rate of change 

of the PEC with respect to a geometric parameter, this model also suggests that it may be 

beneficial to construct and test prototype heat exchangers with new designs that extend 

the range of such parameters for improved heat exchanger or system performance. 
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Appendix A - Buckingham II Analysis 

The analysis of flow over heat exchangers is very difficult to solve by analytical 

methods alone. The development of correlations to describe heat exchanger performance 

is therefore heavily dependent on experimental results. However, experimental work 

done in laboratories to test heat exchangers is both time-consuming and expensive. A 

goal of the work is to obtain the most information in the fewest amount of experiments. 

The use of dimensional analysis can assist in achieving this goal. Dimensionless 

parameters can be obtained and used to correlate data for presentation in the minimum 

number of plots (Fox and McDonald 1992). 

A.1 Purpose of dimensional analysis 

Because the heat transfer and pressure drop phenomena across a heat exchanger 

are very complex, many variables may be required to determine their values. 

Nondimensional variables can be derived from a method such as Buckingham II which 

reduces the number of variables to allow a better presentation of data. For example, to 

determine the drag force on a sphere, the drag force F can be represented by 

F = h(D,V,p,fJ) 

where D is the diameter of the sphere, and V, p, and Il are the velocity, density, and 

viscosity of the air, respectively. A standard approach to experimentally determining the 

form of the function would be to build an experimental facility and run tests for 10 values 

of each of the independent variables, requiring 104 separate tests. Presenting all the data 

using all combinations of axes would also prove to be a daunting task. A much simpler 

method is to use dimensional analysis to reduce the form of the function to 
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The nature of the function can now be described with only 10 tests, providing a much 

more efficient method of obtaining and presenting experimental data. 

The Buckingham n theorem provides a link between a function expressed in 

terms of dimensional parameters and a related function expressed in terms of 

nondimensional parameters. Implementing the theorem reduces the amount of variables 

needed for determining a functional relationship and provides for a more efficient method 

of presenting the results. 

A.2 Implementation of Buckingham n theorem 

The six main steps involved in applying the Buckingham n theorem to obtain 

nondimensional variables was outlined in Fox and McDonald (1992): 

1) List all the parameters involved 

2) Select a set of primary dimensions 

3) List the dimensions of all parameters in terms of the primary dimensions 

4) Select from the list of parameters a number of repeating parameters equal to the 

number of primary dimensions, and including all the primary dimensions 

5) Set up dimensional equations, combining the parameters selected in Step 4 with each 

of the other parameters in tum, to form dimensionless groups 

6) Check to see that each group obtained is dimensionless 

This method will first be used to derive the j factor as a function of nondimensional 

variables. In step 1 the parameters that affect the j factor are listed: 

This includes geometric variables and fluid properties. For step 2, the pnmary 

dimensions of these variables are mass, length, time, and temperature (M, L, t, and T). 

The next step is listing the dimensions of all the parameters in Equation A.l in terms of 

M, L, t, and T. These are listed as follows: 
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Table A.I Parameter dimensions 

m ft L 

Vfr mls ftlhr Lit 

Jl kglm-s lbmlft-hr MIL-t 

p MIL 

cp 

-K -R -T 

To K R T 

F our repeating parameters need to be chosen as the nondimensionalizing 

variables. These variables as a group must contain all the reference dimensions. In 

addition, the dimension of each of the repeating parameters must not be expressible as a 

product of powers of the dimensions of the other repeating parameters (i.e. 2 geometric 

parameters of dimension L cannot both be used as repeating parameters). The chosen 

variables were /l, p, Cp, and To. To is not listed in the functional form of the j factor, but 

as explained in Chapter 2, it exists in the functional forms of Q and COP, and proved to 

be a useful choice of repeating parameter for these PEC. Q and COP have different 

optima depending on the scale of the heat exchanger because of its effect on temperature 

and heat duty. In the interest of maintaining uniformity of the nondimensional parameter 

space between all the PEC, To was also chosen as a repeating parameter for the PEC j/f 
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and e. An additional benefit to using To as a repeating parameter for jlf and e is that 

results of optimizations are not extrapolated when compared to dimensional limits on the 

correlations. This is shown in section A.3. Section AS further outlines the effect of 

using To as a repeating parameter and a method of removing it from the analysis. 

The next step in the nondimensionalization process is to set up equations 

representing each new ND variable as a combination of a dimensional variable and the 

repeating parameters raised to exponents. These equations are listed in Table A.2. 

Table A.2 Equations for nondimensionalization 

(A2) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(AS) 

(A9) 

Solving for the values of the exponents (a-d), the ND variables are derived in Table A3. 
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Table A.3 Exponents ofM, L, t, and T and final form of non dimensional variables 

A.2 * Vjr 
Vfi = 

r ~cpTo 

A.3 -1 0 1 k*=~ 
a 

JiCp 

0.5 -1 1 0.5 
* Dcp~cpTo 

D = c 
Ji 

0.5 -1 1 0.5 
L* = Lp~cpTo 

Ji 

A.9 0.5 -1 1 0.5 

A simple check of dimensions verifies these variables to be nondimensional. 

A similar method is used for the derivation of ND terms for the friction factor. 

The resulting ND variables are the same as those derived for j/f, with the exception of ka *. 

The thermal conductivity of the air does not affect the friction factor. 

A.3 Implementation of ND variables with limits 

When performing an optimization of an objective function based on these ND 

variables, ranges must be set on each of the variables. Since these ND variables are used 

in j and f factor correlations, care must be tak~n not to extrapolate beyond the ranges of 

heat exchanger parameters used to develop the correlations. 
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Figure A.l Ranges and extrapolation 

Max FslDc 

/' 
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Min Fs/Dc 
Fs 

Dc 

In Figure A.l the limits of the physical parameters Fs (fin spacing) and De (tube 

collar diameter) are represented by the rectangle 1-2-3-4. This assumes the inclusion of 

an adequate number of test points within the rectangle for the development of 

correlations. The current method of nondimensionalization uses solely air properties as 

the nondimensionalizing variables. This allows ranges to be set for the ND parameters 

that correspond directly to the dimensional parameters, for a given fluid (air) and ambient 

temperature. An optimization run would then yield results that fall within the confines of 

1-2-3-4. Had the nondimensionalization used a length scale such as De as a repeating 

parameter, the ND variable for Fs would be FsiDe. A maximum value for Fs/De could be 

defined as maximum Fs divided by minimum De. Similarly, a minimum value for FsiDe 

could be defined as minimum Fs divided by maximum Dc. However, any optimization 

run that pushes FslDe to a range limit would extrapolate the correlation for all but one 

value of De. For example, if max FsiDe was determined to be optimal, all solutions for 

the full range of Dc would fall within the triangle 1-2-6 rather than the rectangle 1-2-3-4. 

With the current method of using a combination of air properties as a normalizing length 

scale, these extrapolations are eliminated, although the ND optimum that results is no 

longer independent of physical scale. 
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A.4 Additional ND terms 

The derived parameters in Table A.3 are valid for the optimization of the PEC j/f. 

The PEC e and Q include additional terms which require nondimensionalization. Also, 

since applying the results of an optimization to pressure drop and heat rate equations 

proves beneficial, the variables in these equations are also nondimensionalized. The new 

terms are listed below. 

q/Afr, ~p, ~T, k[, a, b (A2) 

The units for these variables are listed in Table A4. 

Table AA Additional parameter dimensions 

The variables are normalized by the same repeating parameters as previously 

used, namely /1, p, cp, and To. Equations are set up similar to those in Table A.2. Then 

the exponents are evaluated to obtain the final form of the ND variables, as shown in 

Table A5. 
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Table A.S ND fonn of additional parameters 

( q J' q 1 
Afr = Afr p(CpToY'2 

1 0 0 0 IlT. = IlT 
To 

A.l -1 0 -1 -1 
IIp· = IIp 

fJCpTo 

A.l 0 -1 0 1 • kf 
k =-

f JiCp 

A.l 0 0 0 0 • a =a 

A.l 1 0 0 0 b· =bT 
0 

A.S Effects of using To as a repeating parameter 

The parameter To does not appear explicitly in the jlf and e PEC fonnulations; 

that is, those PEC do not depend directly on To-the dependence is indirect and properly 

reflected by dependence on fluid properties (/J., p, cp, and ka). Nevertheless, To has been 

used as a repeating parameter for all the nondimensionalization conducted in this study. 

This choice was mainly motivated by the explicit dependence of Q and system COP on 

To, and its role as a natural temperature scale for those PEC. In order to fonnulate all 

PEC in a consistent nondimensional space, it is necessary to use the same repeating 

parameters in each Buckingham II analysis. Thus, To was used for all four PEC in order 

to provide a consistent nondimensional space, making direct comparisons of optimization 

results easier in the nondimensional space. 

Although the choice of repeating parameters is somewhat arbitrary-provided 

they are independent and span the dimensional space-the selection affects the resulting 

nondimensional space. It is important to note that optimization in any valid 

nondimensional space corresponds to identical optimal solutions in the dimensional 
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space; only the nondimensional representation is affected. Furthermore, adding an 

independent variable that does not bring a new physical dimension (To in this case) to a 

function O/f and 0 in this case) with no explicit dependence on the variable does not 

vitiate the Buckingham II analysis for those PEC. The additional parameter results in 

functional independence from one variable (or combination of variables) in the 

dimensionless space (see example below). Furthermore, it is possible to map between 

dimensionless spaces to prove the physical equivalence of two nondimensional results 

(and eliminate a physically irrelevant parameter). In the present situation that mapping 

can be accomplished with the following procedure: 

1) Divide all nondimensional geometric variables by De* (e.g .. L*/De*, Fs*/D/) 

2) Multiply ~T* by (D/)2 (only for 0) 

3) Ignore Dc * as an independent parameter 

As an example, consider the unconstrained optimization of 0. Ideal values are 

obtained for the following parameters (from Chapter 3): 

( • * • • •• .) o optimal = 0 L ,Fs ,F: ,Pz ,Pz ,Dc, Re Dc ' ~T (3.10) 

Writing out the full form of the nondimensional variables, Equation 3.10 can be 

expressed as follows: 

LpM FspM F:pM PzpM 
Jl (A.3) 

Applying the three steps outlined above, this functional relationship becomes 
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( L* Fs* ~* ~* ~* IlT* (D*)2J 
80Plimal = 8 D*' D*' D*' D*' D* ,ReDc ' • c 

c c c c c 

( 
F P IlTD2 2C J =8 ~ Fs _I ~ _I Re cP p 

D 'D 'D 'D 'D' Dc ' 2 
c c c c c Jl 

(A. 4) 

with all occurences of To canceling out. These same nondimensional parameters would 

also result from a Buckingham n analysis done initially with the repeating variables Dc, 

J.l, p, and cpo The optimal point obtained is now valid for any Dc within range of the 

correlations used; the value of Dc scales the value of the other geometric variables and the 

values of V fr (in the Reynolds number) and IlT. The same physical solution results. 

The three steps outlined above recast the nondimensional variables to a format in 

which the tube collar diameter Dc is the normalizing length scale rather than a 

combination of air properties and To. The variable Reoc does not include To explicitly in 

its formula and thus does not require recasting. Dropping To requires the exclusion of the 

nondimensional parameter Dc *, since Dc now becomes a repeating parameter. The 

nondimensional optimal point is then valid for any Dc (within range of the correlations), 

and the dimensional form of the variables are determined by specification of Dc. This is 

the major difference between performing an 8 degree-of-freedom optimization on the 

variables in Equation 3.10 (method 1) vs. a 7 degree-of-freedom optimization on the 

variable combinations in Equation A.4 (method 2). With To as a repeating parameter, Dc 

is "separated" from the other geometric variables in the optimization. When Dc is used as 

a repeating parameter, it becomes integrated within all the nondimensional variables. 

This changes the way in which the optimal solution can be visualized. Method 1 

produces a fixed geometry per unit frontal area, while method 2 produces a geometry per 

unit frontal area that is scaled by specification of one geometric variable (i.e. Dc). 
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Appendix B - Model Calculations and Approximations 

B.1 Area ratios 

Several area ratios are presented in the heat exchanger performance and PEe 

equations. These can be expressed as functions of the variables in the nondimensional 

parameter space. The following equations define the minimum free flow area Amin and 

total heat transfer area AT: 

A. = HW _FH W _HD(W_FW) 
mm ~ t Fpc tF 

frontal area s t s 

(B.l) 

'-v---" v ' 
fin frontal area tube frontal area 

AT = (2 W) (HL _ H !:... 7r D~) + (H !:...)(W - F; W)7rDc 

F, F!~4 ~~ F, 
(B.2) 

'--v---' ' v ''-v---'' v ' 
# fin surfaces area of fin surface # tube passes area of tube row 

These equations use the height and width of the heat exchanger as separate variables, 

rather than using one Afr term. However, it will be shown that these variables drop out of 

the equations when area ratios are considered rather than the area terms themselves. 

,,2 . 
These area equations can be normalized by the square of the length scale, 2 ' III 

P epTo 

order to introduce the derived nondimensional variables: 

(B.3) 
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A 2r (' '*' J (** '*' J A*= TP cp 0 =2 W H'L*_W H ~ff(D*)2 +ff H ~W*D*_H ~W F*D* 
T 2 F* F* p' P,' 4 c p* P,' c p' p* F* t c f.l s s I I t I I I s 

[ ( *)2 , , , J = 2H*W'L' _1 __ ff Dc + ff ~_ ff F: Dc 
F' 4 P'P'*F' 2 p'P,' 2 P'P,'F' 

s lis II lis 

(B.4) 

These area equations can then be divided by each other to determine the area ratios. The 

frontal area of the heat exchanger drops out, making these equations applicable to heat 

exchangers of any frontal area: 

Air 

Amin 

1 
=---:-----:----:------:-

F* D' F'D' 1 __ 1 __ c +_1 _c 

F' p' F' p' 
sIs I 

2P'P' D* F' 
I I __ c_+1 __ 1 

F*D' 2F' F* ~ s c s s = --=---=-----=-----=-
Alube 1- F:* 

F' 
s 

_1 _ ff (D;Y 
A F' 4 p' o'F' 

fin s t.LI s 
=---~~~-~--=-~-----

AT 1 ff (D;Y ff D; ff F:'D; - - - + - -- - - -"----"--
F* 4 P'P'F' 2 p'P,' 2 P'P'F' 

s lis tl tis 

(B.5) 

(B.6) 

(B.7) 

(B.8) 

For the optimizations, these equations were used regardless of surface enhancement type. 

This may introduce a small amount of error in total heat transfer area calculations due to 
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enhancements (such as wavy fins) having more total fin area than that accounted for by 

these equations. 

B.2 Reynolds number conversions 

Correlations presented in the literature may be based on Reynolds numbers of 

differing length and velocity scales. Expressing these correlations in terms of the 

nondimensional parameters is simply a matter of multiplying by the appropriate area 

ratios and nondimensional terms together. A commonly used Reynolds number is one 

based on tube collar diameter and maximum velocity through minimum free flow area. 

The relationship is expressed as follows: 

(B.9) 

For optimization runs, rather than setting a range of valid values for V[/, a range for Reoc 

is defined. This effectively constrains V fr * to a certain range depending on the limits on 

the nondimensional heat exchanger geometry variables. Most correlations in the 

literature present valid ranges for the Reynolds number for their correlations rather than 

frontal velocities. 

B.3 Surface efficiency 

Specialized forms of surface efficiency equations were derived in order to be able 

to express them with nondimensional variables. Only the dimensional forms of the 

equations will be presented in this section. The surface efficiency is obtained from the 

fin efficiency with an area weighting factor (Incropera and DeWitt 1990): 

(B.I0) 
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The fin area over total heat transfer area is expressed as a function of nondimensional 

variables in Equation B.8. Fin efficiency is calculated using the sector method with 

conduction, described as follows. 

The calculation of inner radius for the sector method depends on the fin-tube 

connection. ARI Standard 410 (1981) recommends the following equation for plate-type 

fins with collars touching the adjacent fin. 

(B.ll) 

The sector method can be used to determine the fin efficiency of hexagonal fins of 

constant thickness attached to the round tubes. The hexagonal fin around each tube is 

divided into 8 different zone as shown in Figure B.1. Each individual zone is then 

divided into 4 sectors. The number of sectors can be increased for better approximation. 

M 

Figure B.1 Sector method with conduction (plain-fin) 

The radius of each edge of sector is approximated and the radius ratio, Rn, and the 

surface area of each sector, Sn, are calculated as follows. 
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Sectors with constant M edge (for zone 2,3,6, and 7) 

where n = 1,2, 3 ... N is number of sectors in each zone. 

Sectors with constant L edge (for zone 1,4,5, and 8) 

where n = 1,2, 3 ... N is number of sectors in each zone, and 

M=~ 
2 ' 

L=~ 
2 

(B.12) 

(B. 13) 

(B.14) 

(B.15) 

(B.16), (B.I7) 

The calculated value, Rn, is used with the exact fin efficiency equation for circular 

fins, as developed by Kern and Kraus (1972). This fin efficiency equation is given in 

terms of modified Bessel functions: 

(B.I8) 

where 
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~ 
m=Vkf~ (B.19) 

The total fin efficiency can be calculated by the sum of the multiplication of fin 

efficiencies for each sector in each zone and Sn divided by the sum of surface areas of all 

eight sectors in each zone. 

(B.20) 

where n = 1,2,3, ... , and N, N = number of sectors in each zone. 

To implement these equations in the model, they were written in terms of the 

nondimensional variables used in the analysis. The only difference in intermediate 

calculations is that the surface areas Sn are normalized by air properties, but these air 

properties cancel out when Equation B.20 is used. 

B.4 Pumping power 

Pumping power required for flow over a heat exchanger can be expressed as 

follows: 

. VIlp w=
p 'lfin 

(B.21) 

The fan and motor efficiency was fixed at 0.21 for the condenser optimization 

runs and 0.15 for the evaporator runs. The condenser efficiency was determined from 

data obtained for two actual V-shaped condenger coil and fan setups (Beaver et al. 1999). 

In one case, the average pressure drop was 24 Pa at 2800 cfm with a power input of 207 

W. In the other case, pressure drop data was taken at three points along the height of the 
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heat exchanger with air flow rates varying from 1900 to 2800 din. The acceleration of 

air from rest was included in the calculations; the first system required 16W and the 

second required lOW (at 2350 cfin, the midpoint of its airflow range). The fan and motor 

efficiency calculated in the two cases were 0.23 and 0.19, respectively. Therefore an 

average efficiency of 0.21 was chosen for the optimization model. Calculating fan and 

motor efficiency in this way adequately captures losses in the system resulting from 

ducting, since the pressure drop measurements included the turning losses. 

For evaporators, the efficiency was calculated from a combination of test data and 

ARI standard 210/240-89. The ARI standard states that for units which do not have 

indoor air-circulating fans furnished as part of the model, total power input for both 

heating and cooling shall be increased by 365 W /1 000 cfin of indoor air circulated. The 

evaporator test data used (Beaver et al. 1999) was obtained at 1440 cfm; this corresponds 

to a fan power of 526 W. When this power is input to Equation B.18 for the tested 

pressure drop reading of 78 Pa, and adding a minimal external resistance of 37.4 Pa as 

required by the ARI standard for system capacities of 8.5-12.4 kW, the resulting fan and 

motor efficiency is 0.15. 

Pressure drops calculated in this model only account for core friction; entrance 

effects, flow acceleration, and exit effects are neglected (although flow acceleration was 

considered when obtaining the efficiency term). Therefore these pressure drops may be 

lower than those of real systems, and the corresponding reduction in required pumping 

power would then be multiplied through use of the fan and motor efficiency term. 

B.S Compressor efficiency 

To introduce the compressor work term in the PEC n, COP information from a 

compressor map was used. A linearization of the effect on COP of changing condensing 

and evaporating temperatures was performed. The linearization process may introduce 

some error in the results of the optimizations. Equations were obtained for the condenser, 

evaporator, and system optimization models. The compressor map used was for a 

Copeland ZP32K3E-PFV scroll compressor. 
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B.S.1 Curve fit for condenser 

An evaporating temperature of lOoC (SO°F) was assumed, and the linearization 

was made through COP data points corresponding to condensing temperatures of 37.8, 

43.3, and 48.9°C (100, 110, and 120°F respectively). The linearization was confined to 

these data points to increase accuracy for the range of outdoor temperatures where 

efficiency and capacity testing are done - 27-3SoC (82-9S0F). The resulting equation 

for COP in this range was 

COP = a - bf).T 

= 6.508 - 0.17923f).Tc 
(B.22) 

with f). T expressed in °C. 

Since this linearization assumes a specific evaporation temperature, a * represents 

the upper limit on COP of the system (e.g. zero f). T for the condenser). The variable a * 

also includes information on evaporator non-idealities. If zero f).T is assumed for the 

evaporator, a* represents Carnot COP. For finite f).T for the evaporator, a* is Carnot COP 

minus the COP penalty for a non-ideal evaporator. Although the COP term was first 

introduced in order to represent compressor work, this variable is independent of 

compressor operation. 

The variable b * represents the slope of COP penalty for a non-ideal condenser. 

This variable links the compressor work to this PEC by introducing a COP penalty for 

increasing f).T, analogous to a compressor work penalty for increasing f).T. 

B.S.1 Curve fit for evaporator 

Similarly, a curve fit was generated for varymg evaporating temperatures, 

assuming a constant condensing temperature of 48.9°C (120°F). The result, for an 

ambient indoor temperature of26.7°C (80°F), was 
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COP = 6.S906 - 0.lSlS3~Te (B.23) 

B.S.l Curve fit for system 

To effectively model the compressor for system optimization, a function of two 

variables, condensing and evaporating temperatures, is required. A quadratic-linear 

curve fit of the compressor map was generated, resulting in the following equation: 

COP = (- 2113.22 + 8.S198TJ 

+ (11.604 - 0.046894Te )Tc 

+ (- 0.016021 + 6.489 x 10-5 Te }feZ 
(B.24) 

For this curve fit the temperatures need to be expressed in Kelvins. This method of using 

absolute temperatures rather than ~T was chosen so the curve fit would still be valid if 

the ambient indoor and outdoor temperatures were changed. A quadratic-linear 

regression was chosen because of improved accuracy over regressions of other orders. 

The error (COPpred - COPactual) from using Equation B.24 is shown in Table B.1. 

Table B.l COP curve fit error 

-0.02 
54 -0.06 
60 -O.OS -0.03 
66 0.00 0.03 
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(dry) 

(wet) 

Wavy 
(dry) 

Wavy 
(wet) 

Slit 
(dry) 

Appendix C - Heat Transfer and Pressure Drop Correlations 

Table C.1 Published i and f factor correlations used in optimization model 

Wang et al. 
(1997) 

Mirth & 
Ramadhyani 
(1994) 

& 
Ramadhyani 
(1994) 
Wang 
Du 
( anticipated 

( J
-O.502(F JO.0312( J-1.28 . = 0.357 Re-O.328 ~ _s ~ 

J4 Dc P. D D 
Icc 

[ 
-0031] 0.607(4-N) 

~: = 0.991 2.24Re;~·092 (;) . 

( J
-O.104 (JO.197 

f = 1.039Re;~.418 2c N-O.0935; 

i4 = 0.29773 Re;0.364 £-0.168 
c 

iN = 0.4Re;~.468+0.04076N £0.159 N-1.261 

( J
-1.3405 

f = 28.209Re;~·5653 N-O. 1026 ~: £-1.3343 

where 

( J
o.473 

f = 0.331 2Fs 
ReO.368 W 

Wh h 
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Slit 
(wet) 

Louver 
(dry) 

2001) 

Kim & 
Jacobi 
(2000) 

Wang et al. 
(1999) 

j1 = -0.647 + 0.198 (N ) 0.458 Fs + 2.52~ 
In ReD Dc ReD 

c c 

j2 = 0.116+1.125 (N )+47.6~ 
In ReD ReD 

c c 

Fs/ 

j3 =0.49+175~- 3.08 
Re Dc In(Re Dc ) 

j4 = -0.63 + 0.086Sn 

j~O.18S1Re~«~ n ~: r N-'"" 

j, ~ -1.48S + O.6S{ ;:) + O.SSS( ;, J 

12 =-1.04-~ 
ReD 

c 

13 = -0.83 + 0.117Sn 

( J
I.21 ( J-O.3181 

j = 0.3647Re~~·1457;c ~~ 

( J
-O.2918 ( J-O.1985 

1 = 1.265Re~~·2991 ~: ~~ 

For ReDc<1000 

(F JJ2( JJ3(F JJ4( J-I.724 j=14.3117Re~: ~ ~: ; ~ 
where 

J1 ~ -O.991-0.lOSs(;' r ~ ~: J 

. ( No.55 J J2 = -0.7344 + 2.1059 ( ) 
In ReD -3.2 

c 
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( J
-4.4 

J3 = 0.08485 ~ N-O.68 

J4 = -0. 1741 In(N) 

For ReDc~l 000 

where 

J5 ~ -0.6027 + 0.0259{ ;;, )''' M-<>s ~ ~: J 

( 
NO.7 J 

J6 = -0.4776 + 0.40774 ( ) 
In ReD -4.4 

c 

( F J2.3( J-1.6 
J7 = -0.58655 ~ ~ N-O.65 

J8 = 0.0814(ln(ReDc )-3) 

D - 4Amin 
h -

L 

ForN=l, 

( F JF2( JF3( JF4( ( JJ-6
.
0483 

f=0.00317Re~~ ~ ~: ~: In A~e 
where 

Fl~0.1691+4.411{~ r(~:n ~;,JX~ J' 
F2 = -2.6642 -14.3809( (1 )J 

In ReD 
c 
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F3 = --{).68161n( 1 ) 
F4=6.466fp r ~ ~) 

~ Atube 

ForN>1, 

f = 0.06393 Re~: (;, r ( ~: r ( ~: r N" (In(Re D, )- 4.0 fLO 

where 

FS =0.139S-0.0iO{ 1 f( ~: n ~ ::JX;, r 
F6 = -6,436{ ( 1 )) 

In ReD c 

F7 = 0.071911n(ReDc ) 

(Ff F8 = -2.0585 i In(Re Dc ) 

F9=0.1036H;, )J 
Louver Wang et al. (nr( Lfnm (wet) (2000) j = 9.717Re~c~: ~ In 3 _ :. N-O.543 

where 

( f( r jl = -0.023634 -1.2475 ~: ~ N-O,18 

j2 = 0.856exp(tanB) 

j3 = 0.251n(Re Dc) 
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( n n Y'(L }''" f = 2.814Re£~~: 2c ~ + 0.091 ;, NO.04674 

where 

( )""( f" fl = 1.223 - 2.857 ~ ~ 

f2 = 0.80791n(Re Dc ) 

f3 = 0.89321n(Re Dc ) 

f 4 ~ -0 999lnl ~~ J 
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Table C.2 Optimization ranges - Condenser 
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Table C.3 Optimization ranges - Dry evaporator 
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Table C.4 Optimization ranges - Wet evaporator 



Appendix D - Optimization Code 

The EES code for the optimization model is listed in this section. In the interest 

of space, only the plain fin code for system optimization is listed here; the code for other 

surface types is the same, although different code sections are commented out. For 

component optimization, separate EES files were used for condensers and evaporators, as 

well as for different surface types. 

Table D.l Plain fin system optimization code 

"Non dimensional system optimization routine" 

"System equations" 
COP _system=(q_t_evap-W_pump_evap)/(W_pump_evap+W_pump_cond+W_comp_evap) 
COP _comp=(-2113.22+8.5198*T_e_evap)+(11.604-0.046894*T _e_evap)*T _c_cond+(-
0.016021 +6.48ge-5*T _e_evap)*T _c_condA2 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 
,,****************************************************************************************************" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

"Evaporator" 
,,****************************************************************************************************" 

"Non dimensional pressure drop and heat rate equations" 
DELTAp_star_evap=1/2*Vfr_star_evapA2*(Afr_Amin_evap)A2*(AT_Amin_evap)*Cevap 
qA _star _ evap=epsilon_ evap*Vfr _star _ evap*DEL TAT_star _ evap 
epsilon _ evap= 1-exp( -eta _ 0 _ evap *L evap*ka _star _ evapA(2/3)* A T _ Amin _ evap) 
qJ_ evap=eta _ 0 _ evap *h _ D _ evap * A _ T _ evap*(w _ aiUn _ evap-w _air _ sat_ evap )*h _f9_ evap ''[WJ'' 

"Reynolds number conversions" 
Re _ Dc _ evap=Afr _ Am in _ evap*Vfr _star _ evap*Dc _star _ evap 
Re_Dh_evap=Afr_Amin_evap*Vfr_star_evap*Dh_star_evap 
Re_2Fs_evap=Afr_Amin_evap*Vfr_star_evap*2*Fs_star_evap 
"Re_Wh_evap=Afr_Amin_evap*Vfr_star_evap*Wh_star_evap" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

'J and f correlations" 

Levap=if(N_evapA,Lplain_evap,Lplain_ 4_evap,Lplain_ 4_evap) 
'1 evap=j wavy evap" 
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'L evap=LsliL evap" 
'Levap=if(Re_Dc_evap, 1000,Llouv_1_evap,Llouv_2_evap,Llouv_2_evap) " 

Cevap=Cplain_evap 
"'-evap='-wavy _ evap" 
"'-evap='-sliL evap" 
"'-evap=if(N_evap, 1,Uouv_1_evap,Uouv_2_evap,Uouv_2_evap)" 

" --------------------------------------------------------
"Plain fins" 
( 
"Dry" 
"Gray and Webb (1986)" 
Lplain_gw_ 4_evap=0.14*Re_Dc_evapll(-0.328)*(PLstar_evap/PCstar_evap)"(
O. 502) *(Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap)"0.0312 
Lplain_gw_evap=0.991 *(2. 24*Re_Dc_evapll(-0. 092) *(L_star _evap/PI_star_evap/4),,(
O. 031))11(0. 607*(4-L_star_evap/PI_star_evap)) *Lplain_gw_ 4_evap 

"Wang and Chang (1998)" 
Lplain_ 4_evap=jJ)lain_gw_ 4_evap*2.55*(PCstar_evap/Dc_star_evap)"(-1.28) 
jJ)lain _ evap=Lplain _gw _ evap *2. 55*(PI_ star_ evap/Dc _star _ evap) 11(-1. 28) 

"Wang et al (1996)" 
'-plain_evap=1.039*Re_Dc_evapll(-0.418)*(FLstar_evap/Dc_star_evap) 11(-
0.1040)*(L_star_evap/PCstar_evap)"(-0.0935)*(Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap)1I0. 197 
} 
"Wet" 
"Wang et al. (1997)" 
Lplain_ 4_evap=0.29773*Re_Dc_evapA(-0.364}*AT _Atube_evapA(-0.168} 
Lplain_evap=0.4*Re_Dc_evapA(-0.468+0.04076*N_evap}*AT_Atube_evapAO.159*N_evapA(-
1.261} 

C evap=28.209*Re _Dc _ evapA( -0.5653}*N _ evapA( -0.1 026}*(Fs _star _ evap/Dc _star _ evap }A(_ 
1.3405}*AT _Atube_evapA(-1.3343} 

( 
" --------------------------------------------------------
"Wavy fins" 
"Mirth and Ramadhyani (1994)" 
Lwavy_evap=0.0197*Re_2Fs_evapll(-0.06)*((PLstar_evap-Dc_star_evap)/(2*Fs_star_evap))"(-
0.3)*(1 +111900/(Re_2Fs_evap*L_star_evap/2/Fs_star_evap)1I1.2) 
'-wavy_evap=8.64/Re_Wh_evapIl0.457*(2*Fs_star_evap/wh_star_evap) 110. 473 *(L_star_e vap/W 
h_star_evap)A(-0.545) 
} 

" --------------------------------------------------------
"Slit fins" 
{ 
"Wang,Chang, and Tao (1999)" 
LsliLevap=1. 6409*Re_Dc_evapIlLsIiL 1_evap*(Ss_star_evap/Sh_star_evap),,1.16*(PLstar_eva 
p/PI_star_evap)"1.37*(Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap),,LsIiL2_evap*(L_star_evap/PCstar_evap)"j 
_sIiL3_evap 
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LsliC 1_evap=-0.674+0. 1316*(L_star_evap/Plstar_evap)/ln(Re_Dc_evap)-
0.3769*Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap-1.8857*(L_star_evap/Plstar_evap)/Re_Dc_evap 
LsIiC2_evap=-
0.0178+0.996*(L_star_evap/Plstar_evap)/ln(Re_Dc_evap)+26.7*(L_star_evap/Plstar_evap)/Re 
_Dc_evap 
LsIiC3_evap=1.865+1244.03/Re_Dc_evap*(Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap)-14.37/ln(Re_Dc_evap) 

'-sliCe vap =0. 3929*Re_Dc_evap"(-
3. 585+0. 8846*Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap+2. 677*PCstar_eva p/Plstar_evap)*(L_star_evap/Pl 
star_evap)"(-0.009*ln(Re_Dc_evap))*(Ss_star_evap/Sh_star_evap)"(-
2.48) *(Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap)"(-1. 5706*157. 06/Re_Dc _evap) 
} 
( 
"Wang & Du (2001)" 
LsIiCevap=5.98*Re_Dc_evap"LsIiC 1_evap *(Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap) "LsliC2_evap *(L_star 
_evap/Plstar_evap)"LsIiC3_evap*(Sw_star_evap/Sh_star_evap)"LsliC 4_evap*(PCstar_evap/P 
l star _ evap )"0.804 
LsliC 1_evap=-0.647+0.198*(L_star_evap/Plstar_evap)/ln(Re_Dc_evap)-
O. 458*(Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap) +2. 52 *(L_star_e vap/Pl star_evap)/Re_Dc_evap 
LsIiC2_ evap=O. 116+1. 125*(L_star_evap/Plstar_evap)/ln(Re_Dc_evap) +47. 6*(L_star_ evap/Pls 
tar_evap)/Re_Dc_evap 
LsIiC3_evap=0.49+175*Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap/Re_Dc_evap-3.08/ln(Re_Dc_evap) 
LsliC 4_evap=(-0.63)+0.086*S_n 

'-slit=0.1851*Re_Dc_evap"'-sIiC 1_evap*(Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap)"'-sIiC2_evap*(Sw_star_ 
evap/Sh_star_evap) ",-sIiC3_evap*(L_star_evap/PI_star_eva p)"(-0.046) 
'-sliC 1=(-1.485)+0.656*Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap+0.855*(PCstar_evap/PI_star_evap) 
'-sIiC2=(-1.04)-125/Re_Dc_evap 
'-sIiC3=(-0.83)+0.117*S_n 
} 
( 
" --------------------------------------------------------
"Louvered fins" 
"Re_Dc_e vap < 1000" 
Llouv_1_evap=14.3117*Re_Dc_evap"L 1_evap*(Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap)"L2_evap*(Lh_sta 
r_evap/Lp_star_evap) "L3_evap *(Fs_star_evap/Plstar_evap )"L 4_evap*(pI_star_evap/PCstar_e 
vap)"(-1.724) 
L 1_evap=(-0.991)-0. 1 055 *(Plstar_evap/PCstar_evap) "3. 1*1 n(Lh_star_evap/Lp_star_evap) 
L2_evap=(-0.7344)+2.1059*((L_star_evap/Plstar_evap)"0.55/(ln(Re_Dc_evap)-3.2)) 
L3_evap=0. 08485*(PI_star_evap/PCstar_e vap) "(-4. 4) *(L_s tar_evap/PI_star_evap),,(-0.68) 
L 4_e vap =(-0. 1741)*ln(L_star_evap/PI_star_evap) 

"Re_Dc_evap>=1000" 
Llouv_2_evap=1.1373*Re_Dc_evap"L5_evap*(Fs_star_evap/PI_star_evap) "L6_evap *(Lh_star_ 
evap/Lp_star_evap)"L7_evap*(pI_star_evap/PCstar_evap)"L8_evap*(L_star_evap/Plstar_eva 
p)"0.3545 
L5_evap=(-0.6027)+0.02593*(Plstar_evap/Dh_star_evap)"0. 52*(L_star_evap/Plstar_evap)"(-
0.5)*ln(Lh_star_evap/Lp_star_evap) 
L 6_ evap=(-O. 4776)+0.4077 4*((L_ star_ evap/Pl st8,_ evap) "(0. 7)/(In(Re_Dc_ evap)-4.4)) 
L7_evap=(-0.58655)*(Fs_star_evap/Dh_star_evap)"2.3*(Plstar_evap/PCstar_evap)"(-
1.6)*(L_star_evap/Plstar_evap)"(-0.65) 
L8_evap=0.0814*(ln(Re_Dc_evap)-3) 

"N=1" 
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Uouv_1_evap=0.00317*Re_Dc_evap"L1_evap*(Fs_star_evap/PI_star_evap)"L2_evap*(Dh_sta 
r_evap/Dc_star_evap)"L3_evap*(Lh_star_evap/Lp_star_evap)"L 4_evap*(ln(AT_Atube_evap))"( 
-6.0483) 
L1_ evap=O. 1691 +4.4118*(Fs_star_ evap/PLstar_evap),,(-0.3)*(Lh_star_evap/Lp_star_evap)"(-
2) *In(PLstar_evap/PCstar_evap) *(Fs_star_e vap/PCstar_e v ap)"3 
L2_evap=(-2. 6642)-14. 3809*(1/ln(Re_Dc_evap)) 
L3_evap=(-0.6816)*ln(Fs_star_evap/PLstar_evap) 
L 4_ evap=6.4668*(Fs_star_evap/PCstar_evap) "(1. 7)*ln(A T_Atube_evap) 

"N>1" 
Uouv_2_evap=0.06393*Re_Dc_evap"LS_evap*(Fs_star_evap/Dc_star_evap)"L6_evap*(Dh_st 
ar_evap/Dc_star_evap)"L7_evap*(Lh_star_evap/Lp_star_evap)"L8_evap*(L_star_evap/PI_star_ 
evap)"L9_evap*(ln(Re_Dc_evap)-4. 0)"(-1. 093) 
LS_evap=0.139S-0.0101*(Fs_star_evap/PLstar_evap)"0.S8*(Lh_star_evap/Lp_star_evap)"(-
2) *In(A T_Atube_evap) *(PI_star_evap/PCstar_evap)"1.9 
L 6_ evap=( -6.4367) *( 1 /In(Re _ Dc _ evap)) 
L7_evap=0.07191*ln(Re_Dc_evap) 
L8_evap=(-2.0S8S) *(Fs_star_e vap/PCstar_e vap) " 1. 67*ln(Re _Dc_evap) 
L9_evap=0.1036*ln(PLstar_evap/PCstar_evap) 
} 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 
''Area ratios" 
Am in_AT _num_evap=(1-Ft_star_ evap/Fs_star _evap-
Dc_star _ evap/Pt_ star _ evap+Ft_ star _ evap/Fs _star _ evap*Dc _star _ evap/Pt_ star _ evap) 
Amin_AT_den_evap=(2*L_star_evap*(1/Fs_star_evap-
pi/4 *(Dc _star _ evap )J\2/Pt_ star _ evap/PI_star _ evap/Fs _star _ evap+pi/2*Dc _star _ evap/Pt_ star_eva 
p/PL star _ evap-pi/2*FC star _ evap*Dc_ star _ evap/PCstar _ evap/PL star _ evap/Fs _star _ evap» 
Am in_AT_evap=Amin_AT_num_evap/Amin_AT_den_evap 
AT_Amin_evap=1/Amin_AT_evap 
Amin_Afr_evap=1-Ft_star_evap/Fs_star_evap-
Dc_star _ evap/Pt_ star _ evap+Ft_ star _ evap/Fs _star _ evap*Dc_ star _ evap/Pt_ star _ evap 
sigma_evap=Amin_Afr_evap 
Afr_Amin_evap=1/(1-Ft_star_evap/Fs_star_evap-
Dc_star _ evap/Pt_ star _ evap+Ft_ star _ evap/Fs _star _ evap*Dc_ star _ evap/PC star _ evap) 
Afin_AT_num_evap=(1/Fs_star_evap
pi/4*Dc_star_evapJ\2/(Fs_star_evap*Pt_star_evap*PLstar_evap» 
Afin_AT_den_evap=(1/Fs_star_evap-
pi/4 *Dc _star _ evapJ\2/(Fs _star _ evap*Pt_star _ evap*PL star _ evap )+pi/2*Dc _star _ evap/(Pt_ star _ ev 
ap*PL star _ evap )-pi/2*Ft_star _ evap*Dc _star _ evap/(Fs _star _ evap*Pt_ star _ evap*PL star _ evap» 
Afin_AT_evap=Afin_AT_num_evap/Afin_AT_den_evap 
AT _ Atube _ evap=(2*Pt_ star _ evap*PL star _ evap/(pi*Fs _star _ evap*Dc _star _ evap)
Dc_star_evap/2/Fs_star_evap+1-Ft_star_evap/Fs_star_evap)/(1-Ft_star_evap/Fs_star_evap) 

"Surface efficiency - Sector method using Bessel functions" 
mD_c_evap=(2*Levap*Afr_Amin_evap*Vfr_star_evap*Dc_star_evapA2/FCstar_evap/ka_star_ev 
apA( 1/3 )*ka _star _ evap/kC star _ evap )J\O. 5 
mU_evap=mD _c_evap/2 
N _sectors _ evap=4 

{Counter side} 
Duplicate iter_evap=1, N_sectors_evap 
{Octans 2,3,6 and 7} 
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R_evap[iter_evap]=(Pt_star_evap/Dc_star_evap)*««(2*iter_evap-
1 )/(2*N_sectors_evap»1\2)+(PLstar_evap/PCstar_evap)A2»1\0.5 

8_ evap[iter _ evap ]=(Dc _star _ evapI\2)/8*( (R _ evap[iter _ evap ]1\2)-
1 )*( arctan (iter _ evap/N _sectors _ evap*Pt_ star _ evap/PL star _ evap )-arctan( (iter _ evap-
1 )/N_sectors_evap*pt_star_evap/PLstar_evap» 

mr_o_evap[iter_evap]=mU_evap*R_evap[iter_evap] 
bessel_num_evap[iter_evap]=BesseLK1(mr_i_evap)*BesseU1(mr_o_evap[iter_evap])

Bessel_ K1 (mr _0_ evap[iter _ evap ])*BesseU 1 (mU_ evap) 
bessel_den _ evap[iter _ evap ]=BesseL K 1 (mr _0_ evap[iter _ evap ])*BesseUO(mU_ evap )+Bess 

el_ KO(mr _L evap )*Bessel_11 (mr _0_ evap[iter _ evap]) 
Eff_evap[iter_evap]=2/(mU_evap*(R_evap[iter_evap]1\2-

1 »*bessel_num_evap[iter_evap]/besseLden_evap[iter_evap] 
Num_evap[iter_evap]=4*Eff_evap[iter_evap]*S_evap[iter_evap] 
Den_evap[iter_evap]=4*8_evap[iter_evap] 

{Octans 1 , 4, 5 and 8} 
R _ evap[2*N _sectors _ evap+1-iter _ evap ]=(Pt_ star _ evap/Dc _star _ evap )*( « «2*iter _ evap-

1 )/(2*N_sectors_evap »1\2)*(PLstar _evap/Pt_star_evap )1\2)+1 )1\0.5 
8_ evap[2*N _sectors _ evap+1-iter _ evap]=(Dc_ star _ evapI\2)/8*( (R _ evap[2*iter _ evap+1-

iter _ evap]1\2)-1 )*(arctan(iter _ evap/N _sectors _ evap*PL star _ evap/Pt_ star _ evap)-
arctan( (iter _ evap-1 )/N _sectors _ evap*PL star _ evap/Pt_ star _ evap» 

mr_o_evap[2*N_sectors_evap+1-iter_evap]=mU_evap*R_evap[2*N_sectors_evap+1-
iter_evap] 

besseLnum_evap[2*N_sectors_evap+1-
iter _ evap ]=BesseL K 1 (mU_ evap )*BesseU 1 (mr _0_ evap[2*N _sectors _ evap+1-iter _ evap])
BesseLK 1 (mr _0_ evap[2*N _sectors _ evap+1-iter _ evap ])*BesseU 1 (mr _L evap) 

besseL den _ evap[2*N _sectors _ evap+ 1-
iter_evap]=BesseLK1(mr_o_evap[2*N_sectors_evap+1-
iter _ evap ])*BesseUO(mr _L evap )+BesseL KO(mU_ evap )*Bessel_11 (mr _ 0_ evap[2*N _sectors _ ev 
ap+ 1-iter _ evap]) 

Eff_evap[2*N_sectors_evap+1-iter_evap]=2/(mU_evap*(R_evap[2*N_sectors_evap+1-
iter _evap]1\2-1 »*bessel_num_evap[2*N_sectors_evap+1-
iter _ evap ]/besseL den _ evap[2*N _sectors _ evap+1-iter _ evap] 

Num_evap[2*N_sectors_evap+1-iter_evap]=4*Eff_evap[2*N_sectors_evap+1-
iter_evap]*8_evap[2*N_sectors_evap+1-iter_evap] 

Den _ evap[2*N _sectors _ evap+1-iter _ evap ]=4 *8_ evap[2*N _sectors _ evap+ 1-iter _ evap] 
End 

Num_evap=8UM(Num_evap[iter_evap], 
iter _evap=1,N_sectors_evap )+8UM(Num_evap[2*N_sectors_ evap+1-iter _ evap], iter _evap=1, 
N _sectors _ evap) 
Den _ evap=8UM(Den _ evap[iter _ evap] , 
iter _ evap= 1, N _sectors _ evap )+8UM(Den _ evap[2*N _sectors _ evap+1-iter _ evap] , iter _ evap=1, 
N_sectors_evap) 

eta_Cevap=Num_evap/Den_evap 
eta_0_evap=1-Afin_AT _evap*(1-eta_Cevap) 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

"PEGs" 

''Area-Goodness Ratio" 
PECj_over_Cevap=Levap/Cevap 
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"Heat Transfer/Pumping Power" 
PEC _ THETA _ old_ evap=2*eta_fm_ evap*epsilon_ evap*DEL TAT_star _ evap/(Vfr _star _ evapJ\2*C e 
vap)*Amin_Afr_evapJ\2*Amin_AT_evap 
PEC _ THETA _ evap=q_t_ evap/W _pump_ evap 

"Heat Transfer/(Pumping Power + Compressor Power)" 
PEC _ OM EGA _ evap=( 1 /PEC _ TH ETA _ evap+ 1 /( a_star _ evap
b_star_evap*DEL TAT _star_evap))A(-1) 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 
"Nondimensional geometric variables normalized by O_c" 
"Plain fins" 
L _Dc _ evap=L _star _ evap/Dc _star _ evap 
F s _ Dc _ evap=Fs _star _ evap/Dc _star _ evap 
Ft_ Dc _ evap=Ft_ star _ evap/Dc _star _ evap 
PL Dc _ evap=PI_ star _ evap/Dc _star _ evap 
Pt_ Dc _ evap=Pt_ star _ evap/Dc _star _ evap 
{ 
"Wavy fins" 
Wh_Oc_evap=Wh_star_evap/Oc_star_evap 

"Slit fins" 
Sh_Oc_evap=Sh_star_evap/Oc_star_evap 
Sw_Oc_evap=Sw_star_evap/Oc_star_evap 

"Louvered fins" 
Lh_Oc_evap=Lh_star_evap/Oc_star_evap 
Lp _ Dc _ evap=Lp _ star _ evap/Oc _ star _ evap 
} 

"Inputs to model" 
eta_fm_evap=O.15 
D _AS _ evap=O .26e-4 
S_n_evap=4 
rh_aiUn_evap=O.5 
T_o_evap=299.82 

"taken from system data" 
''[m2ls)'' 

P _atm_evap=101 
k_fin_evap=222.05 
"0_ c _ evap=O. 009525" 
a_cop_evap=6.5906 
b_cop_evap=O.15153 
"q_ over_A _ evap=24000" 
A_fr_evap=O.32 
q_s_evap=7680 
Dc_star _ evap=3. 563e5 
Ft_ star _ evap=4528 
PI_star _ evap=7 .663e5 
Pt_star_evap=8.847e5 

"Air properties" 

"slit fins - use to constrain number of slits" 
"inlet relative humidity" 
''[K)'' "ambient temperature in Kelvins" 
''[kPa)'' "ambient pressure" 
''[W/m-K)'' "aluminum" 
"[m)" "different tube diameters affect optimization results" 
"0" "Copeland ZP32K3E-PFV compressor, Te=50F" 
''[1/K)'' "Copeland ZP32K3E-PFV compressor, Te=50F" 
''[W/m2)'' "set to constrain heat flux" 
''[m2)'' 
"[W)" 

"set to constrain frontal area" 
"set to constrain heat duty" 

mu_air_evap=viscosity(AirH20,T=T_o_evap,P=P _atm_evap,w=w_aiUn_evap) "[kg/m-s)" 
rho_air_evap=density(AirH20,T=T_o_evap,P=P _atm_evap,w=w_aiUn_evap) "[kg/m3)" 
cp_air_evap=specheat(AirH20,T=T_o_evap,P=P _atm_evap,R=rh_aiUn_evap)*1000''[J/kg-K)'' 
k air evap=conductivity(AirH20,T=T ° evap,P=P atm evap,w=w air in evap) "[W/m-K)" 
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Le_evap=k_air_evap/rho_air_evap/cp_air_evap/D_AB_evap 
w_aiUn_evap=humrat(AirH20,t=T_o_evap,p=P _atm_evap,r=rh_aiUn_evap) 

"[kg H20/kg dry air}" 
T _dp_evap=dewpoint(AirH20,t=T _o_evap,P=P _atm_evap,w=w_aiUn_evap) "[K}" 
"T_surf_evap=(T_e_evap+ T_dp_evap)/2" "[Kj""average temperature at wetted surface" 
T_surCevap=T_o_evap-eta_O_evap*DELTAT_evap ''[K}'' 
w_air _sat_ evap=humrat(AirH20, t=T _surC evap,p=P _atm _ evap,r= 1 ) 

''[kg H20/kg dry air}" "humidity ratio of saturated air at wetted surface temp" 
cp_moist_air_evap=specheat(AirH20,t=T_o_evap,p=P _atm_evap, r=rh_aiUn_evap)* 1 000 

"[J/kg-K}" 
h _ D _ evap=h _ c _ evap/cp _ moist_air _ evap *Le _ evap"( -2/3) ''[kg/m 2-s}" 
h_f9_evap=(enthalpy(water,t=T_e_evap,x=1)-enthalpy(water,t=T_e_evap,x=0))*1000 

"[J/kg}" 

q_t_evap=if(qJ_evap,O,q_s_evap,q_s_evap,q_s_evap+qJ_evap) 
q_rat_ evap=q_ s _ evap/q_ t_ evap 
q_rat_ evap=O. 7 5 

"Dimensional-Nondimensional conversion equations" 

'~" 

ka_star_evap=k_air_evap/(mu_air_evap*cp_air_evap) "1.41" 
kCstar_evap=k_fin_evap/(mu_air_evap*cp_air_evap) "11663" 
D_c_evap=Dc_star_evap*mu_air_evap/(rho_air_evap*sqrt(cp_air_evap*T_o_evap))''[m}'' 
V_fr_evap=Vfr_star_evap*sqrt(cp_air_evap*T_o_evap) "[m/s}" 
DELTAT_evap=DELTAT_star_evap*T_o_evap ''[C}'' 
DELTAp_evap=DELTAp_star_evap*T_o_evap*rho_air_evap*cp_air_evap 

',[Pal (equivalent to kg/m-s2)" 
q_ over _A_ evap=qA_star _ evap*rho _air _ evap*( cp _air _ evap*T _0_ evap)l'1 .5 "[W/m2}" 
q_ over _ A _ evap=q_ s _ evap/ A _fr _ evap 
a_star _ evap=a _cop _ evap 
b _star _ evap=b _cop _ evap*T _0_ evap 

"best COP possible for a given condenser and Tc" 
"slope of COP penalty for increasing DEL TAT" 

Pr _ evap= 1 /ka _star _ evap 
Nu_Dc_evap=Levap*Re_Dc_evap*Pr_evap"(1/3) 
h_c_evap=Nu_Dc_evap*k_air_evap/D_c_evap 
A_T_evap=AT_Amin_evap/Afr_Amin_evap*A_fr_evap 

''[W/m2-K}'' 
"[m2}" 

"Other terms of interest" 
T_e_evap=T_o_evap-DELTAT_evap 
V _dot_evap=V _fr_evap*A_fr_evap*convert(m3/s,cfm) 
W_pump_evap=V _fr_evap*A_fr_evap*DEL TAp_eva p/eta_fm_eva p 
"W yump _ evap=(V_ doC evap/1 000)" 3*365" 
"W_ comp _ evap=q_C evap/COP _ evap" 
W_comp_evap=q_t_evap/COP _comp 
COP _ evap=a _star _ evap-b _star _ evap *DEL TAT_star _ evap 
fit from compressor map" 

''[K}'' 
''[cfm}'' 

''[W}'' 
''[W}'' 
''[W]'' 

"based on curve 

N_evap=L_star_evap/PLstar_evap "can use to constrain number of tube rows" 
VoUin_evap=L_evap*F _t_evap/F _s_evap*A_fr_evap ''[m3}'' 

"Use this section for non-optimization runs (i.e. analyzing an existing design)" 
i_evap=3 

"H _ evap=lookup(i_ evap, 1) *convert(ft,m) 
W evap=lookup(i evap,2)*convert(ft,m)" 
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"L evap=lookup(L evap,3) *convert(ft,m) 
F ~s _ evap=lookup(L evap, 4) *convert(ft,m) " 
"F _C evap=lookup(L evap,5) *convert(ft,m) " 
"P _1_ evap=lookup(L evap, 6) *convert(ft,m) 
P _C evap=lookup(L evap, 7) *convert(ft,m)" 
"V_doCevap=lookup(Levap,8)" 
"q_s_ evap=lookup(i_ evap, 10) *convert(Btulhr, W)" 

L_evap=L_star_evap*mu_air_evap/(rho_air_evap*sqrt(cp_air_evap*T _o_evap» ''[mj'' 
F _s_evap=Fs_star_evap*mu_air_evap/(rho_air_evap*sqrt(cp_air_evap*T_o_evap»''[mj'' 
F _t_evap=FCstar_evap*mu_air_evap/(rho_air_evap*sqrt(cp_air_evap*T_o_evap»"[mj" 
P J_evap=PI_star_evap*mu_air_evap/(rho_air_evap*sqrt(cp_air_evap*T_o_evap»''[mj'' 
P _t_evap=Pt_star_evap*mu_air_evap/(rho_air_evap*sqrt(cp_air_evap*T_o_evap»"{mj" 

''A_fr_evap=H_evap*W_evap'' "[m2j" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 
,,****************************************************************************************************" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

"Condenser" 
,,****************************************************************************************************" 

"Nondimensional pressure drop and heat rate equations" 
DELTAp_star_cond=1/2*Vfr_star_condA2*(Afr_Amin_cond)A2*(AT_Amin_cond)*Ccond 
qA _star _ cond=epsilon _ cond*Vfr _star _ cond*DEL TAT_star _ cond 
epsilon_cond=1-exp(-eta_O_cond*Lcond*ka_star_condA(2/3)*AT_Amin_cond) 

"Reynolds number conversions" 
Re_Dc_cond=Afr_Amin_cond*Vfr_star_cond*Dc_star_cond 
Re_Dh_cond=Afr_Amin_cond*Vfr_star_cond*Dh_star_cond 
Re_2 Fs_cond=Afr_Am in_cond*Vfr_star_cond*2*Fs_star_cond 
"Re _ Wh _ cond=Afr _ Amin _ cond*Vfr_ star _ cond*Wh _ star _ cond" 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

'J and f correlations" 

Lcond=if(N_cond.4,Lplain_cond,Lplain_ 4_cond,Lplain_ 4_cond) 
'L cond=L wavy _ cond" 
'L cond=L sHL cond" 
'L cond=if(Re _ Dc _ cond, 1 OOO,Llouv _ 1_ cond,Llouv _ 2_ cond,Llouv _ 2_ cond) " 

Ccond=Cplain_cond 
"l cond=l wavy _ cond" 
"f_ cond=l sHL cond" 
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" --------------------------------------------------------
"Plain fins" 
"Gray and Webb (1986)" 
Lplain_9w_ 4_cond=0.14*Re_Dc_condl\(-0.328)*(Pt_star_cond/PI_star_cond)I\(-
0.502)*(Fs_star _ condlDc_star _ cond)1\0.0312 
Lplain_9w_cond=0.991*(2.24*Re_Dc_condl\(-0.092)*(L_star_cond/PI_star_cond/4)I\(-
0.031 »I\(O.607*(4-L_star_cond/PLstar_cond»*Lplain_9w_ 4_cond 

"Wang and Chang (1998)" 
Lplain_ 4_cond=Lplain_9w_ 4_cond*2.55*(PI_star_cond/Dc_star_cond)I\(-1.28) 
Lplain_cond=Lplain_9w_cond*2.55*(PI_star_cond/Dc_star_cond)I\(-1.28) 

"Wang et al (1996)" 
Cplain_cond=1.039*Re_Dc_condl\(-0.418)*(Ft_star _cond/Dc_star_cond)I\(-
0.1 040)*(L_star_cond/PI_star_cond)I\(-0.0935)*(Fs_star_condIDc_star_cond)1\0.197 

( 
" --------------------------------------------------------

"Wavy fins" 
"Mirth and Ramadhyani (1994)" 
Lwavy_cond=0.0197*Re_2Fs_condl\(-0. 06) *((Ptstar_cond-Dc_ star_cond)I(2*Fs_star_cond)),,(-
0.3) *(1 +1119001(Re_2Fs_ cond*L_star_ condl2/Fs_star_ cond)" 1. 2) 
lwavLcond=8.64IRe_Wh_condI\0.457*(2*Fs_star_cond/wh_star_cond)"0.473*(L_star_cond/W 
h_star_cond)"(-0.545) 
} 

" --------------------------------------------------------

"Slit fins" 
( 
"Wang,Chang, and Tao (1999)" 
L slit cond= 1. 6409 *Re _ Dc _ condl\L slit 1_ cond*(Ss _star _ condlSh _ star _ cond)"1. 16*(Pt star_con 
dlPI_ star _ cond)"1. 37*(Fs _ star_ condlDc _star _ cond) I\L slit 2_ cond*(L _star _ condlPL star _ cond)"j 
_slit3_cond 
L slit 1_ cond=-O. 674+0. 1316*(L _ star _ condlPI_ star _ cond)lln(Re _ Dc _ cond)-
0.3769 *Fs _ star _ condlDc _ star _ cond-1. 8857*(L _ star_ condlPI_ star _ cond)lRe _ Dc _ cond 
L slit 2_ cond=-
0.0178+0.996*(L_star_condIPI_star_cond)lln(Re_Dc_cond)+26.7*(L_star_condIPI_star_cond}/Re 
Dc cond 

Lslit3_cond= 1. 865+ 1244. 03IRe_Dc_cond*(Fs_star_condIDc_s tar_cond)-14.371In(Re_Dc_cond) 

lslitcond=0.3929*Re_Dc_condl\(-
3.585+0. 8846*F s _star _ condlDc _star _ cond+ 2. 677*Pt star _ condlPI_ star _ con d) *(L _ star _ condlPI_ 
star _ cond) "(-0. 009*ln(Re _ Dc _ cond)) *(Ss _star _ con diSh _star _ cond)"(-
2.48) *(Fs _star _ condlDc _ star _ cond)"( -1.5706*157. 061Re _ Dc _ cond) 
} 
{ 
"Wang & Du (2001)" 
Lslitcond=5.98*Re_Dc_condI\Lslit 1_cond*(Fs_star_condIDc_star_cond) "Lslit2_cond*(L_star 
_ condlPI_ star_ cond)"L slit 3_ cond*(Sw _ star_ condlSh _ star_ cond)"L slit 4_ cond*(Pt star_ con diP 
I star cond),,0.804 
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L sliC 1_ cond=-O. 647+0. 198*(L _ star_ condlPL star_ cond)lln(Re _ Dc _ cond)-
O. 458*(Fs _ star_ condlDc _star _ cond) + 2. 52*(L _star _ condlPL star_ cond)IRe _Dc _ cond 
LsIiC2_cond=0. 116+1. 125*(L_star_condIPLstar_cond)lln(Re _Dc_cond)+47.6*(L_star_condIPLs 
tar _ cond)IRe _Dc _ cond 
L sliC 3_ cond=0.49+ 175*Fs _ star_ condlDc _ star_ condlRe _ Dc_ cond-3. 0811n(Re _ Dc _ cond) 
LsliC 4_cond=(-0.63)+0.086*S_n 

lslit=0.1851*Re_Dc_cond"lsIiC 1_cond*(Fs_star_condIDc_star_cond)"lsIiC2_cond*(Sw_star_ 
condlSh _star _ cond)"l sliC 3_ cond*(L _ star_ condlPI_ star _ cond),,( -0.046) 
l sliC 1 =(-1.485)+0. 656*Fs_ star_ condlDc_ star _ cond+O. 855 *(PC star_ condlPL star _ cond) 
lsIiC2=(-1.04)-125IRe_Dc_cond 
lsIiC3=(-0.83)+0.117*S_n 
} 
( 
"--------------------------------------------------------
"Louvered fins" 
"Re_Dc_cond<1000" 
Llouv_1_cond=14.3117*Re_Dc_cond"L 1_cond*(Fs_star_condIDc_star_cond) "L2_cond*(Lh_sta 
r _ condlLp _ star_ cond)"L 3_ cond*(Fs _ star_ condlPL star_ cond) "L 4_ cond*(PL star _ condlPC star _ c 
ond)"(-1.724) 
L 1_ cond=( -0.991)-0. 1 055*(PL star _ condlPC star _ cond) " 3.1 *In(Lh _ star_ condlLp _star _ cond) 
L2_ cond=(-O. 7344)+2.1 059*((L_star_ condlPLstar_ cond)"O. 551(ln(Re_Dc_ cond)-3.2)) 
L 3_ cond=O. 08485*(PL star_ condlPC star _ cond)"(-4. 4) *(L _star _ condlPL star_ cond)"( -0.68) 
L 4_cond=(-0.1741)*ln(L_star_condIPLstar_cond) 

''Re _Dc _ cond>= 1 000" 
Llouv _ 2_ cond= 1. 1373*Re _ Dc _ cond"L 5_ cond*(F s _ star_ condlPI_ star_ cond)"L 6_ cond*(Lh _ star_ 
condlLp _star _ cond)"L 7_ cond*(PL star_ condlPC star_ cond)"L 8_ cond*(L _star _ condlPL star_con 
d)"0.3545 
L5_cond=(-0.6027)+0.02593*(PLstar_condIDh_star_cond)"0. 52*(L_star_condIPLstar_cond),,(-
0.5) *In(Lh _ star_ condlLp _ star_ cond) 
L6_cond=(-0. 4776) +0. 40774*((L_star_condIPLstar_cond),,(0. 7)1(ln(Re_Dc_cond)-4.4)) 
L 7_ cond=(-O. 58655) *(Fs _ star_ condlDh _ star_ cond)"2. 3*(PL star_ condlPC star _ cond) "(-
1.6) *(L _ star_ condlPLstar_ cond)"(-O. 65) 
L8_cond=0.0814*(ln(Re_Dc_cond)-3) 

"N=1" 
Uouv _ 1_ cond=O. 00317*Re _Dc _ cond",- 1_ cond*(Fs _ star_ condlPI_ star _ cond)"'-2_ cond*(Dh _ sta 
r _ condlDc _star _ cond) "'-3_ cond*(Lh _star _ condlLp _star _ cond)"l 4_ cond*(ln(A T_ Atube _ cond))"( 
-6.0483) 
l 1_ cond=O. 1691 +4. 4118*(Fs _star _ condlPI_ star_ cond),,( -0.3) *(Lh _ star _ condlLp _star _ cond)"(-
2) *In(PLstar_condIPCstar_cond)*(Fs_star_condIPCstar_cond)"3 
'-2_cond=(-2.6642)-14.3809*(11In(Re_Dc_cond)) 
l3_cond=(-0.6816)*ln(Fs_star_condIPLstar_cond) 
'-4_cond=6.4668*(Fs_star_condIPcstar_cond) "(1. 7)*ln(A T_Atube_cond) 

"N>1" 
Uouv_2_cond=0.06393*Re_Dc_cond"'-5_cond*(Fs_star_condIDc_star_cond) "f_6_cond*(Dh_st 
ar_ condlDc _ star_ cond) "'-7_ cond*(Lh _star _ condlLp _star _ cond)"l 8_ cond*(L _ star_ condlPL star_ 
cond)"'-9_cond*(In(Re_Dc_cond)-4.0)"(-1.093) 
'-5_ cond=O. 1395-0.0101 *(Fs _ star_ condlPL star _ cond) "0. 58*(Lh _star _ condlLp _star _ cond) "(-
2)*ln(AT_Atube_cond)*(PLstar_condIPCstar_cond)"1.9 
l 6_ cond=( -6.4367) *( 1 Iln(Re _ Dc _ cond)) 
f 7 cond=0.07191*ln(Re Dc cond) 
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'-8_ cond=(-2. 0585) *(Fs_ star_ condlPL star_ cond)"1. 67*ln(Re _Dc_ cond) 
'-9_ cond=O. 1 036*ln(PI_ star_ condlPL star_ cond) 
} 

,,****************************************************************************************************rr 
':Area ratios" 
Amin_AT_num_cond=(1-FCstar_cond/Fs_star_cond
Dc_star_cond/Pt_star_cond+FCstar_cond/Fs_star_cond*Dc_star_cond/Pt_star_cond) 
Amin_AT_den_cond=(2*L_star_cond*(1/Fs_star_cond
pi/4*(Dc_star_cond)"2/Pt_star_cond/PLstar_cond/Fs_star_cond+pi/2*Dc_star_cond/PCstar_con 
d/PI_ star _ cond-pi/2*FC star _ cond*Dc _star _ cond/Pt_ star _ cond/PI_star _ cond/Fs _star _ cond» 
Am in_AT_cond=Amin_AT_num_cond/Amin_AT_den_cond 
AT_Amin_cond=1 IAmin_AT_cond 
Amin_Afr_cond=1-Ft_star_cond/Fs_star_cond
Dc_star_cond/Pt_star_cond+Ft_star_cond/Fs_star_cond*Dc_star_cond/Pt_star_cond 
sigma_cond=Amin_Afr_cond 
Afr_Amin_cond=1/(1-Ft_star_cond/Fs_star_cond
Dc_star_cond/Pt_star_cond+Ft_star_cond/Fs_star_cond*Dc_star_cond/pt_star_cond) 
Afin_AT_num_cond=(1/Fs_star_cond
pi/4*Dc_star_cond"2/(Fs_star_cond*pt_star_cond*PLstar_cond» 
Afin_AT_den_cond=(1/Fs_star_cond
pi/4*Dc_star_cond"2/(Fs_star_cond*Pt_star_cond*PI_star_cond)+pi/2*Dc_star_cond/(Pt_star_co 
nd*PLstar_cond)-pi/2*Ft_star_cond*Dc_star_cond/(Fs_star_cond*Pt_star_cond*PI_star_cond» 
Afin_AT_cond=Afin_AT_num_cond/Afin_AT_den_cond 
AT_Atube_cond=(2*Pt_star_cond*PLstar_cond/(pi*Fs_star_cond*Dc_star_cond)
Dc_star_cond/2/Fs_star_cond+1-Ft_star_cond/Fs_star_cond)/(1-Ft_star_cond/Fs_star_cond) 

"Surface efficiency - Sector method using Bessel functions" 
mD_c_cond=(2*Lcond*Afr_Amin_cond*Vfr_star_cond*Dc_star_cond"2/FCstar_cond/ka_star_co 
nd"(1/3)*ka_star_cond/kCstar_cond)"0.5 
mU_cond=mD _c_cond/2 
N _sectors _ cond=4 

{Counter side} 
Duplicate iter_cond=1, N_sectors_cond 
{Octans 2,3,6 and 7} 

R_cond[iter_cond]=(Pt_star_cond/Dc_star_cond)*««(2*iter_cond-
1 )/(2*N_sectors_cond»"2)+(PLstar_cond/PCstar_cond)"2»"0.5 

8_cond[iter_cond]=(Dc_star_cond"2)/8*«R_cond[iter_cond]"2)-
1 )*(arctan(iter_cond/N_sectors_cond*Pt_star_cond/PI_star_cond)-arctan«iter_cond-
1 )/N_sectors_cond*PCstar_cond/PLstar_cond» 

mr_o_cond[iter_cond]=mU_cond*R_cond[iter_cond] 
besseLnum_cond[iter_cond]=BesseLK1(mr_,-cond)*BesseU1(mr_o_cond[iter_cond])

BesseLK1 (mr_o_cond[iter_cond])*BesseU1 (mr_Lcond) 
besseLden_cond[iter_cond]=BesseLK1 (mr_o_cond[iter_cond])*BesseUO(mU_cond)+Bess 

eLKO(mU_cond)*BesseU1(mr_o_cond[iter_cond]) 
Eff _ cond[iter _ cond]=2/(mr _i_ cond*(R_ cond[iter _cond]"2-

1 »*besseLnum_cond[iter_cond]/besseLden_cond[iter_cond] 
Num_cond[iter_cond]=4*Eff_cond[iter_cond]*8_cond[iter_cond] 
Den _ cond[iter _ cond]=4 *8_ cond[iter _ cond] 

{Octans 1 , 4, 5 and 8} 
R _ cond[2*N _sectors _ cond+1-iter _ cond]=(pt_ star _ cond/Dc _star _ cond)*( « «2*iter _ cond-

1 )/(2*N sectors cond»"2)*(PI star cond/Pt star cond)"2)+1 )"0.5 
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S_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-iter_cond)=(Dc_star_condA2)18*«R_cond[2*iter_cond+1-
iter_cond)A2)-1)*(arctan(iter_cond/N_sectors_cond*PLstar_cond/Pt_star_cond)
arctan«iter_cond-1)/N_sectors_cond*PLstar_cond/Pt_star_cond» 

mr_o_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-iter_cond)=mrJ_cond*R_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-
iter_cond) 

besseL num_ cond[2*N _sectors _ cond+1-
iter_cond)=Bessel_K1 (mU_cond)*BesseU1 (m r_o_cond [2*N_se ctors_cond+1-iter_cond])
BesseLK1(mr_o_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-iter_cond])*BesseU1(mU_cond) 

besseL den_ cond[2*N_ sectors _ cond+1-
iter_cond)=BesseLK1(mr_o_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-
iter_cond])*BesseUO(mU_cond)+Bessel_KO(mU_cond)*BesseU1 (mr_o_cond[2*N_sectors_co 
nd+1-iter_cond)) 

EfC cond[2*N _sectors _ cond+ 1-iter _ cond)=2/(mU_ cond*(R _ cond[2*N _sectors _ cond+ 1-
iter _cond)A2-1 »*besseLnum_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-
iter _ cond)/bessel_ den _ cond[2*N_sectors _ cond+ 1-iter _ cond) 

Num_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-iter_cond)=4*EfLcond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-
iter_cond)*S_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-iter_cond) 

Den_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-iter_cond)=4*S_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-iter_cond) 
End 

Num_cond=SUM(Num_cond[iter_cond), 
iter _cond=1 ,N_sectors_cond)+SUM(Num_cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-iter _cond), iter _cond=1 , 
N_sectors_cond) 
Den_cond=SUM(Den_cond[iter_cond), 
iter _ cond=1 ,N_sectors_cond)+SUM(Den_ cond[2*N_sectors_cond+1-iter_cond), iter _cond=1 , 
N_sectors_cond) 

eta f cond=Num_cond/Den_cond 
eta_O_cond=1-Afin_AT _cond*(1-eta_Lcond) 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

"PEGs" 

''Area-Goodness Ratio" 
PECj_over_Lcond=Lcond/Ccond 

"Heat Transfer/Pumping Power" 
PEC _ THETA_ cond=2*eta_fm_cond*epsilon_ cond*DEL TAT_star _cond/(Vfr _star _condA2*Ccond) 
*Amin_Afr_condA2*Amin_AT_cond 

"Heat Transfer/(Pumping Power + Compressor Power)" 
PEC_OMEGA_cond=(1/PEC_THETA_cond+1/(a_star_cond
b_star_cond*DELTAT_star_cond»A(-1) 

,,****************************************************************************************************" 

"Non dimensional geometric variables normalized by D_c" 
"Plain fins" 
L_Dc_cond=L_star_cond/Dc_star_cond 
FS_Dc_cond=Fs_star_cond/Dc_star_cond 
Ft_Dc_cond=Ft_star_cond/Dc_star_cond 
PI_Dc_cond=PLstar_cond/Dc_star_cond 
Pt_Dc_cond=pt_star_cond/Dc_star_cond 
{ 
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"Wavy fins" 
Wh_ Dc_ cond=Wh_star_ condIDc_star_ cond 

"Siit fins" 
Sh _ Dc _ cond=Sh _star _ condlDc _star _ cond 
Sw _ Dc _ cond=Sw _star _ condlDc_ star _ cond 

"Louvered fins" 
Lh _ Dc _ cond=Lh _ star_ condlDc _star _ cond 
Lp _ Dc _ cond=Lp _ star_ condlDc _ star_ cond 
} 

"Inputs to mode/" 
eta_fm_cond=O.21 
S_n_cond=4 
T _o_cond=308.15 
P _atm_cond=101 
k_fin_cond=222.05 

"taken from system data" 
"slit fins - use to constrain number of slits" 
'TK]" "ambient temperature in Kelvins" 
"[kPa]" "ambient pressure" 
'TWlm-K]" "aluminum" 

"D_c_cond=0.009525" 'Tm]" 
a_cop_cond=6.5078 'V" 
b_cop_cond=O.17923 'T1IK]" 
"q_ over_A _ cond= 1 0000" 
A_fr_cond=1.4 

"different tube diameters affect optimization results" 
"Copeland ZP32K3E-PFV compressor, Te=50F" 
"Copeland ZP32K3E-PFV compressor, Te=50F" 
'TWlm2]" ''set to constrain heat flux" 
"[m2]" "set to constrain frontal area" 

q_s_cond=14000 "[W}" "set to constrain heat duty" 

"Air properties" 
mu_air_cond=viscosity(air,t=T_o_cond) 
rho_air_cond=density(air,t=T_o_cond,p=P _atm_cond) 
cp_air_cond=specheat(air,t=T_o_cond)*1000 
k_air_cond=conductivity(air,t=T_o_cond) 

"Dimensional-Nondimensional conversion equations" 

'Tkglm-s]" 
'Tkglm3]" 
'TJlkg-K]" 
'TWlm-K]" 

ka_star_cond=k_air_cond/(mu_air_cond*cp_air_cond) "1.41" 
kCstar_cond=k_fin_cond/(mu_air_cond*cp_air_cond) "11663" 
D_c_cond=Dc_star_cond*mu_air_cond/(rho_air_cond*sqrt(cp_air_cond*T_o_cond»'Tm]" 
V_fr_cond=Vfr_star_cond*sqrt(cp_air_cond*T_o_cond) 'Tmls]" 
DELTAT_cond=DELTAT_star_cond*T_o_cond 'TC]" 
DEL TAp_cond=DEL TAp_star_cond*T _o_cond*rho_air_cond*cp_air_cond 

'TPa] (equivalent to kglm-s2)" 
q_over_A_cond=qA_star_cond*rho_air_cond*(cp_air_cond*T _o_cond)A1.5 'TWlm2]" 
q_over_A_cond=<Ls_cond/A_fr_cond 
a_star _ cond=a _cop _ cond "best COP possible for a given condenser and Tc" 

"slope of COP penalty for increasing DEL TA T" b _star _ cond=b _cop _ cond*T _0_ cond 
Pr_cond=1/ka_star_cond 
Nu_Dc_cond=Lcond*Re_Dc_cond*Pr_condA(1/3) 
h_c_cond=Nu_Dc_cond*k_air_cond/D_c_cond 
A_ T _cond=AT _Am in_cond/Afr_Am in_cond*A_fr_cond 

"Other terms of interest" 
T_c_cond=T_o_cond+DELTAT_cond 
V dot cond=V fr cond*A fr cond*convert(m3/s,cfm) - - -- --
W_pump_cond=V_fr_cond*A_fr_cond*DELTAp_cond/eta_fm_cond 
"W comp cond=q s condl(COP cond+1)" 
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'TWlm2-K]" 
"[m2]" 

'TK]" 
"[cfm]" 
''[Wj'' 
''[Wj'' 



W_comp_cond=q_s_cond/(COP _comp+1) "[w}" 
COP _cond=a_star_cond-b_star_cond*DELTAT_star_cond "based on curve fit from 
compressor map" 
N_cond=L_star_cond/P'_star_cond "can use to constrain number of tube rows" 
VoUin_cond=L_cond*F _t_cond/F _s_cond*A_fr_cond ''[m3j'' 

"Use this section for non-optimization runs (i.e. analyzing an existing design)" 
i_cond=2 

"H _ cond=lookup(C cond, 1) *convert(ft,m) 
W_ cond=lookup(C cond,2) *convert(ft,m)" 
"L _ cond=lookup(C cond, 3) *convert(ft,m) 
F _ s _ cond=lookup(C cond, 4) *convert(ft,m)" 
"F _ C cond=lookup(C cond, 5) *convert(ft, m)" 
"p _'-cond=lookup(C cond, 6) *convert(ft,m) 
p _C cond=lookup(C cond, 7) *convert(ft,m) 
V_ doC cond=lookup(C cond, 8)" 
"q_ s_ cond=lookup(C cond, 10) *convert(Btulhr, W)" 

L_cond=L_star_cond*mu_air_cond/(rho_air_cond*sqrt(cp_air_cond*T_o_cond» ''[mj'' 
F _s_cond=Fs_star_cond*mu_air_cond/(rho_air_cond*sqrt(cp_air_cond*T_o_cond»''[mj'' 
F _t_cond=Ft_star_cond*mu_air_cond/(rho_air_cond*sqrt(cp_air_cond*T_o_cond»''[mj'' 
P _'_cond=P,-star_cond*mu_air_cond/(rho_air_cond*sqrt(cp_air_cond*T _o_cond»''[mj'' 
P _t_cond=Pt_star_cond*mu_air_cond/(rho_air_cond*sqrt(cp_air_cond*T_o_cond»"[mj" 

''A _fr _ cond=H _ cond*W_ cond" ',[m2j" 
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